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Lothar Arnold (l.) and Dr. Lothar Seybold have formed the RAFI management team

since 2019
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Dr. Lothar Seybold
CEO

Lothar Arnold
CFO

Dear readers,

Over the course of 120 years, RAFI has grown to become an international high-tech
company. We owe this to our founder Ernst Bucher as well as to the people who have 
contributed to the company’s success through their expertise and dedicated work in Berg 
and all other locations since 1900. This has led to the emergence of a large number of
innovations from our joint eff orts, signifi cantly advancing us as a company and the industry
as a whole. Whether key switches, complex HMI systems, or EMS solutions – RAFI has 
always succeeded in setting new benchmarks while living up to its responsibility for its 
own products and projects as well as for the environment and society. 

Sustainability has always been an essential component of our corporate culture at RAFI. A 
high degree of in-house production, the extraordinarily broad industry diversifi cation of 
our customer portfolio, and the high level of commitment exhibited by our employees 
have helped to ensure that our employees have secure and reliable jobs and that our 
customers can depend on us to deliver, even in the midst of the current crises.

We intend to integrate our sustainability activities as a fi xed component of our organi-
zational structure and management systems in the future. We believe that a sense of 
responsibility is an essential precondition for the implementation of sustainability. For this 
reason we launched our strategic initiative “Responsibility” in 2021. Its goal is to increase 
our focus on both the added value of our products for customers and the fair treatment 
of our employees, suppliers, and customers. We ensure conscientious use of resources, 
environmental and climate protection, good working conditions, occupational health and 
safety, and respect for human rights along the entire value chain. 

This report provides information about our sustainability initiatives. The report itself is 
based on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We hope you enjoy 
reading it, and we look forward to receiving your feedback. Let’s work together for a sus-
tainable and livable future!
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1. 
CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

CORPORATE AND
REPORT PROFILE
[GRI 102-32, -50, -52 ] In our fi rst Sustainability Report, which covers the 2021 fi scal year, we 
present the implemented and planned initiatives for corporate, social, environmental, and climate 
protection sustainability at our primary location in Berg. First, we provide an overview of our
company and the entire RAFI Group. Below you will fi nd an explanation of the principles and
criteria of our reporting, how these principles relate to the Sustainable Development Goals,
and how we evaluate the measures that we have implemented and that we intend to implement
in the future. While our current reporting is still focused on the Berg location, in the coming
years we will extend it to additional subsidiaries. We plan to integrate RAFI Eltec GmbH and
RAFI Hungaria Kft. in reporting year 2022.
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54.1% 45.9%

Certifi cates 
Quality management 

DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

IATF 16949:2016

DIN EN ISO 13485:2016 

DIN EN ISO 14001:2015

DIN EN ISO 16247

DIN EN ISO 27001 

CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

1.1 RAFI at a glance

[GRI 102-1 – 102-9 ] Headquartered in Berg near Ravensburg, Germany, RAFI GmbH & Co. KG is a medium-
sized enterprise with more than 2,000 employees and eight subsidiaries in Germany, Europe, China, and the 
United States. The RAFI Group includes RAFI Eltec GmbH (Überlingen, Germany), RAFI Systec GmbH & Co. 
KG (Bad Waldsee), RAFI Hungaria Kft. (Mezőtúr, Hungary), RAFI Italia S.r.l. (Cambiago, Italy), RAFI Poland sp. 
z o.o. (Zielona Góra, Poland), RAFI Electronics Ltd (Shanghai, China), and RAFI USA Inc. (Lynnwood, USA).

History
Over the course of its 120-year history, RAFI has
developed into a leading manufacturer of electrome-
chanical components and operating systems for
industrial applications. It has set new standards with 
a wide range of innovations in control components 
and HMI technology as well as engineering and manu-
facturing services (E2MS). In 1900, Ernst Bucher 
founded the company in Ravensburg under the name 
“Optisches, mechanisches & elektrotechnisches
Institut.” Electrical engineer Raimund Finsterhölzl took
over the company in 1908. At the time it specialized
in the manufacture of switches and light signaling 
systems. Finsterhölzl renamed the enterprise Rafi  in 
1912, combining the fi rst two letters of his fi rst and 
last name. RAFI belonged to the Hoesch Group from 
1987 until 1994 and was then taken over by private 
shareholders. Since 2020, it has been owned by U.S. 
investment company Oaktree Capital Management L.P.

Industries, suppliers, and clientele
[GRI 201, 202 ] RAFI generated sales of €387 million 
in fi scal year 2021, with €280 million generated at the 
Berg location alone. Our primary business areas and 
customers come from the manufacture of machinery 
and equipment, robotics and automation, telecom-
munications, medical technology, and commercial
vehicle manufacturing. Our wide array of products 
and services primarily consists of modular platform 
solutions for custom systems, standard components 
such as tactile switches or control and signaling 
components, digital solutions for easy process opti-
mization, and E2MS services. We have established a 
scoring system for the evaluation and ranking of our 

suppliers. The assessment is carried out by a dedi-
cated supplier management team. Regular audits 
also examine quality requirements, ISO 14001 certi-
fi cation, and existing compliance guidelines and
regulations on confl ict materials.

Environmental management
and resource conservation
[GRI 302, 305 ] We operate a comprehensive quality 
and environmental management system that is certi-
fi ed in accordance with DIN EN ISO guidelines. At our 
headquarters in Berg, we have also long been imple-
menting a variety of measures for a more sustainable 
supply of electricity, heating, cooling, and water as 
well as correct waste disposal. We use a cogeneration 
plant to produce heat, power, and cooling and gener-
ate our own power from photovoltaic systems. This is 
how we contribute signifi cantly to climate protection 
and a responsible use of resources. The share of 
electricity generated in-house was 54.1% in 2021. 
Since 2019, we have been procuring the rest of 
our power requirements entirely from renewable 
sources. In 2022, we will begin investing an amount 
in the tens of millions of euros in order to implement 
energy-effi  ciency renovations of the buildings at the 
Berg location.
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Employment culture and personnel
development
[GRI 401 ] RAFI off ers its employees a wide variety 
of training and further training geared toward future 
needs while also providing attractive social security 
benefi ts, a modern working environment, and fl exible 
working hours. In more than 2,000 qualifi cation activi-
ties per year, our employees can keep themselves up 
to date with the latest knowledge. In 2014, the Cham-
ber of Industry and Commerce awarded us the Ger-
man Education Prize for our RIMA model for in-house 
development of skilled workers. Our screening pro-
cess for leadership potential of young employees al-
lows us to provide our staff  with the best opportuni-
ties for career advancement. In our corporate group, 
there are always around 43 trainees, retrainees, and 
cooperative study students undergoing training and 
obtaining qualifi cations for the various occupational 
fi elds. We work with the Baden-Württemberg Coop-
erative State University (DHBW) in the implementa-
tion of cooperative courses of study and enable stu-
dents to gain practical experience as work students.
RAFI also supports the advancement of young talent 
with off ers for part-time internships that accompany 
university studies and by playing a role in the super-
vision of students’ fi nal theses. In the in-house train-
ing center, training courses tailored to today’s elec-
tronics production requirements are organized in co-
operation with the Electronics Soldering Technology 
Training Association (AVLE).

CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

Apprentices, retrainees, and cooperative 
study participants in training programs

2,000 qualifi cation activities per year

Trainees

Commercial

Employees

Male employees

Female employees
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1.2 Our contribution to sustainable development

[GRI 101, 102-20, -29, 103 ] We see sustainability as one of the key tasks of a forward-looking corporate 
policy that addresses the social and ecological challenges of our time. As a global manufacturer and tech-
nology leader for innovative HMI solutions, we are committed to growth that is sustainable, conserves our 
planet’s resources, respects the climate, and is consistent with our corporate social responsibility. We base 
our goals and actions, as well as the related documentation, on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 
of the United Nations and the reporting standards of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).

CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

Goal determination and methodology
In 2015, the United Nations adopted the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development by unanimous decision 
of all member states. In this agenda, the global com-
munity defi nes 17 goals for social, economic, and
environmentally sustainable development. The SDGs 
serve as a guideline for sustainable action by the 
government as well as the private sector, while also 
highlighting opportunities for future business fi elds. 
A growing number of companies and other organiza-

tions are documenting their strategies, concepts, 
and measures for achieving the SDGs and making 
this documentation available to the relevant stake-
holders and the public in the form of sustainability 
reports. To make it possible to compare and verify 
these reports, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
has compiled a framework of 36 standard modules 
with more than 120 indicators.
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Environment Governance Social

CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

Reporting
[GRI 102-46, -54 ] In accordance with the SDGs 
and the standards of the “Core” option of the Global-
Reporting Initiative, we are publishing the fi rst
Sustainability Report of RAFI GmbH & Co. KG for the 
Berg location for the fi nancial year 2021. We have 
formulated our report largely in gender-appropriate 
or gender-neutral language. Deviations from this are 

not meant to cause off ense and are made solely 
for the sake of readability. On the following pages,
we provide transparency to all stakeholders in 
regard to our current accomplishments in the 
area of sustainable business development in 
economic, ecological, and social terms, and 
we present our projects and objectives for 
the years to come. Sustainability for us is a 
holistic process of bringing to life a set of 
corporate values. We are committed to
continuously developing and fi rmly embed-
ding these values in our corporate culture, 

with the key areas of our business activities
serving as a starting point. To this end, we have estab-
lished an employee committee consisting of staff  
from various departments that is responsible for deter-
mining, implementing, and documenting our goals. 

Materiality analysis and stakeholders
[GRI 102-42, -43, 203 ] During a workshop, we
applied the GRI standards to evaluate RAFI’s most 
important indicators and their impact on key stake-
holders. The selection and prioritization are presented
in our materiality matrix and determine the structure 
of our Sustainability Report. The size and positioning 
of the individual items refl ect both the degree of 
their impact on the environment and society and 
their relevance to our business execution and stake-
holders. We have identifi ed our key stakeholders as 
investors, customers, and employees as well as the 
general public.

Materiality matrix

C
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Water
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 SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth
Decent	work	and	economic	growth	form	the	univer-
sal	 foundation	for	social	progress.	This	 is	why	RAFI	
ensures	 compliance	 with	 applicable	 labor	 law	 and	
fair	 compensation	 for	all	employees	at	all	 locations.	
With	our	sustainable	growth	strategy	focused	on	the	
future	viability	of	the	company,	we	are	committed	to	
providing	training	and	qualifications	to	junior	staff	and	
to	ensuring	that	employees	are	able	to	reconcile	the	
responsibilities	 of	 their	 family	 with	 those	 of	 their 
career.	We	also	offer	additional	social	and	
health	benefits	 to	all	RAFI	employees.	
Beyond	 our	 internal	 structures,	 we	
also	 look	 at	 our	upstream	suppliers.	
We	 use	 a	 systematic	 supplier	man-
agement	system	to	evaluate	suppliers 
according	to	aspects	such	as	integrity,	
environmental	 sustainability,	 and	adhe-
rence	to	social	standards.	It	is	not	yet	possible	for	us	
to	 trace	 our	 entire	 supply	 chain	 back	 to	 the	 raw 
material	suppliers.	

SDG 3: Health and well-being
A	 clean	 environment,	 healthy	 lifestyle,	 and	 good	
medical	care	have	a	crucial	influence	on	human	well-
being.	As	a	manufacturer	and	supplier	of	quality	solu-
tions	for	medical	technology,	we	are	directly	involved	
in	 product	 development.	 We	 are	 well 
positioned	 particularly	 in	 the	 area	 of	
medical	imaging	for	ultrasound,	X-ray,	
computer	tomography,	and	magnetic	
resonance	 systems.	 Technologies	
from	 RAFI	 also	 operate	 and	 control	
ventilators,	 high-frequency	 surgical	
equipment,	and	operating	tables.	In	partner-
ship	with	customers	and	users,	we	constantly	work	
to	 accelerate	 the	 technological	 development	 of	 our	
medical	technology	products.	During	critical	phases	
of	 the	 Covid-19	 pandemic,	 we	 helped	 to address	
acute	 supply	 shortages	 by	 increasing	 production	
capacity	for	ventilators.	

CORPORATE AND REPORT PROFILE

1.3 Our focuses

Considering	the	various	ways	in	which	RAFI	GmbH	&	Co.	KG	can	effectively	exert	influence,	we	filtered	out	
four	key	topics	from	the	broad	spectrum	of	SDGs.	These	topics	are	important	for	the	sustainable	develop-
ment	of	our	company	with	the	involvement	of	stakeholders	from	business,	society,	and	the	environment.

SDG 9: Industry, innovation, and infrastructure 
[GRI	102-46 ]	 Innovation	and	a	pioneering	spirit	are	

integral	 components	 of	 RAFI’s	 DNA	 and	
have	always	driven	our	company’s	suc-
cess	 in	 the	 realms	 of	 both	 business	
and	 corporate	 social	 responsibility.	
With	our	innovative,	customized	HMI	
solutions,	we	enable	particularly	user-

friendly	 interaction	 between	 machine	
and	 operator.	 The	 shorter	 response	 and	

adjustment	 times	 resulting	 from	 this	make	 it	 easier	
to	 use	 our	 products	 in	 energy-efficient 
operation.	Together	with	our	customers,	we	work	on 
efficiency-optimized	electronic	assemblies	for	electro-
mobility.	We	are	also	currently	examining	alternative	
materials	 for	 housing	 manufacturing.	 One	 of	 our	
goals	for	2022	is	to	replace	petroleum-based	plastics	
with	 recycled	 raw	 materials	 while	 achieving	 the	
same	 or	 even	 better	 product	 properties.	 (2.2.3 ) 
As	 a	 member	 of	 the	 Component	 Obsolescence	
Group	 Germany	 (COGD),	 we	 are	 committed	 to 
sustainable	obsolescence	management.	This	means	
increasing	 the	 longevity	 of	 electronic	 products	
through	 improved	 component	 and	 material	 avail- 
ability	 and	 making	 product	 development	 more 
resource-efficient	overall.	

SDG 13: Climate protection measures 
Systematic	 replacement	and	upgrading	of	our	exist-
ing	 production	 equipment	 and	 buildings	 are	 leading	
to	 a	 significant	 reduction	 in	 the	 primary	 energy	we	
use.	 At	 our	 headquarters	 in	 Berg,	 we	 have	 been 
using	 the	 cogeneration	 of	 heat,	 power,	 and	 cooling	
as	a	resource-conserving	source	of	heat	and	energy	
since	2013.	Our	photovoltaic	systems	also	generate	
around	100	MWh	of	renewable	electricity	each	year.	
In	 2019,	 we	 switched	 to	 100%	 green	 electricity 

for	 the	 rest	 of	 our	 energy	 supply. 
All	ourproduct	development	and	manu-
facturing	 is	 focused	 on	 responsible,	
efficient	use	of	energy	and	materials. 
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2. 

GOVERNANCE

[GRI 103 ] As a company in the SME sector, RAFI GmbH & Co. KG is characterized by 
standardized management benchmarks, a family-like atmosphere, and employees who 
strongly identify with the company. At RAFI, we feel part of a bigger whole and strive to 
achieve success both personally and for the company itself. This basic identifi cation as a 
tightknit community is refl ected in our corporate policy, fl at hierarchies, many options for 
worker participation in decision-making, and corporate ethics. The values and guidelines 
formulated in our Mission Statement also shape our relationship with suppliers and 
customers as well as our commitment to corporate social responsibility in our local 
communities. 

GOVERNANCE
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2.1 Organization and corporate responsibility

A key aim is to continue the organizational integra-
tion of all RAFI Group companies into a common 
Group strategy. Within our ONE RAFI initiative, we 
are standardizing structures and processes across 
locations in order to consolidate strengths and take 
advantage of synergies. According to our corporate 
culture based on transparency, trust, and personal 
initiative, we encourage our employees to actively 
participate in the process. To quickly and effi  ciently 
end any improper practices or policy violations, con-
trol procedures and instances established at the 
Berg headquarters are implemented on a binding 
basis throughout the entire Group. 

2.1.1 Management structure
and communication
[GRI 102-18, -19, -20, -22, -23, -24, -26, -28 ] 
RAFI attaches great importance to achieving a fl at 
hierarchy with a transparent structure. Managing
Directors Dr. Lothar Seybold and Lothar Arnold 
have led the RAFI Group since 2019. In addition to 
the two Managing Directors, the management 
team includes the four authorized signatories of 
RAFI GmbH & Co. KG, and is the highest decision-
making body, with a total of six members. Strategic 
decisions aff ecting the entire Group are discussed 
and made by this body. Employee suggestions can 
be addressed to team and department leaders or
directly to the management team. CEO Dr. Lothar 
Seybold and CFO Lothar Arnold report to the Super-
visory Board at regular intervals. The Supervisory 
Board is the highest governance body and includes 
two representatives of the owner, US investment 
company Oaktree Capital Management L.P., as well 
as two other industry experts.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CFO
L. Arnold

CEO
Dr. L. Seybold

COO
Dr. L. Seybold

Member of the management team

Human Resources, Organizational 
Development, and Legal

Strategy, Products, Markets Purchasing

Controlling and Finance

Sales Department Plant Production

IT

Development Production Assembly

Quality management

Quality Logistics

Equipment Management Technology

Member of the management team Member of the management team

Central Department
L. Arnold

Product evolution process (PEP)
M. Riedesser

Product manufacturing process (PMP) 
P. Dornheim
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2.1.2 Corporate policy and strategy
[GRI	102-26,	 -27 ] The	 innovative	capacity	and	eco-
nomic	 success	 of	 our	 company	 are	 based	 on	 the	
commitment	 of	 our	 employees.	 [GRI	 102-16	 ]	 To	
achieve	optimal	results,	we	strive	for	and	encourage	
personal	 initiative,	 creativity,	 and	 a	 dedicated	 quest	
for	 quality.	 We	 collaborate	 with	 our	 employees	 to 
establish	 individual	 target	agreements.	These	agree-
ments	 are	 evaluated	 in	 employee	 appraisals	 held	 at	
least	once	a	year,	and	opportunities	for	optimizing	the	
working	 environment	 are	 considered	 at	 the	 same	
time.	Across	all	hierarchical	 levels,	our	corporate	cul-
ture	is	characterized	by	personal	commitment	as	well	
as	 openness,	 straightforwardness,	 and	 honesty	 in	
our	dealings	with	one	another.	The	relevance	of	these	
values	is	reflected	in	the	consistency	of	our	Mission	
Statement,	which	has	 remained	 virtually	 unchanged	
since	it	was	created	in	2007	( 	Appendix	8.1).	

[GRI	102-15 ]	Our	management	 launched	 the	ONE 
RAFI initiative	 in	 2019	 to	 embed	our	 corporate	 cul-
ture	even	more	deeply	at	all	locations.	By	making	our	
organizational	 structure	 homogenous,	 standardizing	
our	processes,	and	intensifying	cooperation	with	our	
corporate	subsidiaries	in	this	way,	we	aim	to	consoli-
date	our	strengths	and	exploit	newly	identified	synergy 
effects.	 Closer	 integration	 of	 all	 companies	 in	 the	
RAFI	Group	 creates	 a	 growing	need	 for	 a	 common	
Group	strategy.	This	strategy	has	to	meet	the	needs	
of	the	individual	business	units	for	independence	and	
flexibility,	while	allowing	us	to	present	ourselves	as	a	
unified	 corporate	 group.	 [GRI	 102-19 ]	 That	 is	why	
we	drafted	an	overall	concept	and	set	the	course	for	
our	 local	 strategies	 in	2021.	The	department	heads	
at	 all	 sites	 were	 subsequently	 instructed	 to	 work	
with	 their	 departments	 to	 develop	 their	 own	 ideas	
and	concepts,	which	were	then	reviewed	and	evalu-
ated	by	the	directors	and	the	Board	of	Directors.	On	
this	 basis,	 the	entire	workforce	 across	 all	 individual	
hierarchy	 levels	will	be	able	to	play	an	active	role	 in	
shaping	our	new	strategy	for	2026.

2.1.3 Business ethics
[GRI	 102-16,	 -17,	 205,	 206 ]	We	 have	 defined	 our	
business	ethics	 standards	 in	 codes	of	 conduct	 that	
are	 applicable	 throughout	 the	 group.	 These	 ethical	
guidelines	 govern	 our	 work	 together	 within	 the	
Group	 as	 well	 as	 our	 relationships	 with	 suppliers,	
customers,	 and	 competitors.	 [GRI	 205-2	 ]	 In	 the	
event	of	any	ambiguity	regarding	validity	and	applica-
tion	 or	 to	 report	 any	 potential	 violations,	 all	 RAFI 
employees	 are	 encouraged	 to	 contact	 their	 direct 
supervisors	or	trusted	third	parties.	In	serious	cases,	

they	should	directly	contact	the	Compliance	Manager 
(CM)	responsible	for	their	location.	Our	whistleblowing 
policy	 also	 makes	 it	 possible	 to	 anonymously 
report	serious	misconduct	 to	an	 internal	or	external	
body.	Sanctions	will	be	 imposed	 in	 the	case	of	vio-
lations	of	the	business	ethics	guidelines.	

[SDG	8;	GRI	102-16,	207,	407,	408,	409,	
410 ]	Compliance	with	all	laws	that	apply 
at	 the	 specific	 business	 location	 is	 the	
foundation	of	our	company’s	ethical	orien-

tation.	Because	our	company	has	its	headquarters	in	
Germany,	German	legal	standards	form	the	basis	of	
our	 guidelines.	 In	 all	 its	 corporate	 activities,	 RAFI	
complies	 with	 all	 local	 and	 international	 legal	 stan-
dards.	 As	 an	 employer,	 we	 expressly	 reject	 child 
labor,	 forced	 labor,	physical	 and	psychological	disci-
plinary	measures,	and	discrimination	of	any	kind.	We	
also	take	preventive	measures	to	ensure	occupational 
safety,	 and	we	 regularly	 review	 these	measures	 to	
ensure	that	they	continue	to	be	up	to	date	and	effec-
tive.	RAFI	fully	recognizes	the	principles	of	the	Inter-
national	Convention	on	Human	Rights,	 including	the	
UN	Declaration	on	Human	Rights,	and	respects	 the	
right	 of	 all	 employees	 to	 form	 or	 join	 trade	 unions,	
provided	that	such	action	is	within	the	framework	of	
local	 laws	 and	 regulations.	 [GRI	 413-1,	 419	 ]	 As	 a	
global	company,	RAFI	also	fulfills	its	financial,	social,	
and	 environmental	 obligations	 in	 its	 relations	 with	
the	outside	world.	We	are	committed	to	supporting	
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measures and their fi nal evaluation demonstrated 
the comprehensive eff ectiveness of the compliance 
structures throughout the Group.

[GRI 102-30, -34 ] RAFI is audited in the form of an 
external legal audit every two years. Major custom-
ers also audit us at irregular intervals. The consistently
positive results of these audits confi rm the eff ect-
iveness of our compliance management. We also
receive inquiries from business customers and sup-
pliers about compliance topics on an almost weekly 
basis, and we have always been able to provide an 
adequate response to these questions. 

[GRI 102-33, 205-2, 206 ] In addition to legal com-
pliance, prevention is another key compliance task. 
To raise awareness in the workforce, we conduct
appropriate mandatory training courses on our
in-house e-learning platform, including basic compli-
ance training and courses on topics such as antitrust 
and competition law, anti-corruption, and our whistle-
blower policy (  see 5.2.6). 

the positive development of local communities and 
showing respect for local cultural characteristics, 
customs, and traditions. (  see 2.3). 

2.1.4 Compliance
[GRI 205, 207, 307, 410, 412, 419 ] RAFI operates a 
structured compliance management system that in-
cludes defi ned rules, measures, and control instances
for preventive and active compliance with applicable 
laws and regulations. In recent years, we have estab-
lished a comprehensive role structure to better orga-
nize and monitor compliance tasks. All laws and
regulations aff ecting RAFI were consolidated in an 
index of legal provisions so that appropriate roles 
within the company could be assigned. Experts who 
regularly source information on legal changes and 
their consequences for our corporate group fi ll these 
roles. These colleagues receive further training in 
their area of law at least every three years. All parties 
responsible for the compliance organization meet at 
least once a year to discuss rights and obligations 
and to seek legal advice if required. 

A Compliance Manager (CM) is responsible for
ensuring compliance with applicable laws and regula-
tions at each company location. To assess the com-
pleteness and eff ectiveness of the local compliance 
organization and to derive appropriate measures for 
improvement, a risk assessment was conducted 
with each RAFI Group site in 2021. The implemented 
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2.1.5 Data privacy and information security
[GRI 418 ] Only companies that handle their busi-
ness and customer data in a trustworthy and
responsible manner can be considered attractive 
employers and reliable business partners over the 
long term. RAFI has therefore taken a variety of
actions to protect the data of employees, customers,
and suppliers in recent years, and there were no
reportable incidents in reporting year 2021.

The actions in detail:
•  Rollout of the EU General Data Protection Regula-

tion (GDPR) for all EU locations of the RAFI Group
•  Targeted training of data protection coordinators on 

how to advise employees
•  Appointment of an external data protection offi  cer
•  ISO 27001 certifi cation of the company head-

quarters in Berg in 2021
•  Rollout of an information security management 

system (ISMS)
•  Annual data protection report provided to the 

management team by the data protection offi  cer
•  Annual information security report provided to the 

management team by the ISMS offi  cer
•  Basic training on data privacy and data security 

provided to all employees on a regular basis on 
the company’s in-house e-learning platform

•  Intensive training on data protection and data 
security provided to selected departments on a 
regular basis

2.1.6 Outlook and objectives
By intensifying the integration and strategic align-
ment of the entire Group, we are strengthening our 
future-proof positioning within the market. We also 
see ourselves as pioneers in the implementation of 
new regulations, including those of the Supply 
Chain Act. Unlike large companies with more than 
3,000 employees, RAFI will not be directly aff ected 
by this change in law until 2024. However, we have 
already taken measures to comply with the legal
requirements a full year before they become bind-
ing for us.

2.2 Procurement, supply chain, and
obsolescence management

[GRI 102-9, -10, -43, 204, 308 ] Procurement plays 
a key role in the business activities of our company. 
With a volume of €150 million, procurement
accounts for roughly half of the annual sales of RAFI 
GmbH & Co. KG. Purchasing and procurement are 
structured globally and include both direct procure-
ment from producers and distribution, particularly in 
the major segment of electronic components. As an 
internationally operating company that is primarily 
engaged in B2B business, we bear responsibility 
within the supply chain for both the environment and 
society. We successfully discharge this responsibility 
through active supplier management based on long-
term cooperation with reputable, reliable partners 
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who know what we expect and, if possible, also 
what our customers demand and expect. We oper-
ate a proactive obsolescence management system 
to ensure the long-term availability of our products 
despite ever-shorter product lifecycles, especially for 
electronic components. As a member of the Compo-
nent Obsolescence Group Germany (COGD), we 
have also had a seat on the COGD Board since 2019.

2.2.1 Procurement
[GRI 204, 308, 414 ] RAFI currently has 
business relationships with 1,612 
suppliers. In terms of the geo-
graphical origin of our sources 
of supply, more than 85% 
of our order volume is 
generated within the 
EU, with 3.5% coming 
from European coun-
tries outside the EU. 
Just under 10% of 
suppliers are in Asia, 
and around 0.6% are 
in North America. 
Broken down accord-
ing to origin of material,
the balance shifts in the 
direction of Asia. For ex-
ample, our German suppli-
er distribution share of 18% 
corresponds to a German mate-
rial origin share of just 14%. Mea-
sured in terms of the origin of commodi-
ties, materials, and components, the distribution 
is as follows:

We strive for lasting supplier relationships character-
ized by trust and based on the applicable standards. 
These relationships are also based on contractual 
provisions from our supply and quality assurance 
agreements as well as additional contractual agree-
ments such as tooling contracts and non-disclosure 
agreements. We require our suppliers to provide evi-
dence of certified quality and environmental man-
agement in accordance with ISO 9001, IATF 16949, 
DIN EN ISO 13485, or DIN ISO 14001. We have 
been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 27001 
since 2021 and include information security as an
additional evaluation criterion for our suppliers. We

also require compliance with our Code of Conduct 
as well as RAFI’s Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) guidelines. The manufacturers and suppliers 
we commission pledge to comply with the RoHS 
and REACH criteria, and we conduct audits on a 
random basis to ensure this. We initiate an audit if 
there are indications that the above principles have 
been violated; if we find deficiencies, we then 
agree adequate corrective actions with the supplier. 
RAFI excludes from the supply chain any suppliers 

who fail to implement the agreed correc-
tive actions in a timely manner.

When selecting suppliers, 
we carefully consider 

sustainability in the 
use of materials as 
well as in the pro-
duction process. 
We document the 
RoHS and REACH 
conformity of indi-
vidual components 
supplied in our 
component data-

base and carry out 
substitution tests to 

replace environmen-
tally harmful materials. 

We rely on certified ma-
terials and environmentally 

friendly procedures in our manu-
facturing processes, including our 

numerous soldering processes. As far as 
technically possible and with approval by the cus-
tomer, we have switched to ecological, water-
based fluxes here. We also use fairly traded solder 
and soft solders for all such processes. Sustain-
ability aspects play a crucial role when utility value 
analysis is used to make a decision regarding the 
awarding of contracts for machinery and capital 
goods. In our terms and conditions for awarding 
contracts for work on RAFI premises, we focus on 
high-quality and environmentally compatible service 
and construction work and require contractors to 
comply with our CSR guidelines.

EU Europe

Asia

Not assignable

Non-EU 
Europe

North America

71.8%

23.6%

0.6%0.6%

3.4%

Material origin
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2.2.2 Supplier audits and evaluation
[GRI 308, 414 ] To evaluate business relationships, 
RAFI operates an active supplier management sys-
tem that classifi es suppliers into four categories. 
New or standard suppliers, preferred suppliers, and 
strategic partners are assigned to levels 2 to 4.
Business relationships assigned to level 1 are not 
continued. Responsibility for supplier selection lies 
with Strategic Purchasing, which uses our require-
ments profi le to evaluate suitability in coordination 
with Development, Quality Management, and Logis-
tics. We have implemented a scoring system in

order to objectively evaluate our supplier relation-
ships. Within this framework, we also query quality 
requirements, reliability and other economic factors, 
valid certifi cation in accordance with DIN ISO 14001, 
existing compliance guidelines, and policies on
confl ict materials. Verifi cation is carried out by our in-
dependent supplier management team, which con-
ducts supplier assessments and on-site audits 
throughout the world at regular intervals. We store 
the results of these evaluations in our ERP system 
along with the certifi cation information. During the 
coronavirus pandemic, we have been conducting
audits remotely online. 

2.2.3 Life cycle and obsolescence management
[GRI 301 ] The order volumes of medium-sized 
companies like RAFI do not give them the market 
power to decisively infl uence trends on the compo-
nents market. This also applies to raw materials such 
as plastic granulates, metals, or coatings that may no 
longer be used due to stricter regulations. The ever-
shorter product life cycles of electronic components 
and assemblies in particular are proving to be a major 
challenge. Rapid discontinuation of older compo-
nents increases the eff ort required to supply identical
systems and provide them with compatible spare 
parts over an extended period of time. In the case of 
products subject to approval in the automotive indus-
try or medical technology, component changes must 
be reported to customers or approval bodies and 
may require extensive, costly validation procedures 
right up to complete re-approval. Due to more
restrictive material approvals, additional restrictions 
on availability are emerging. After RoHS and REACH, 
the EU has further tightened the requirements with 
its SCIP regulation. Manufacturers will be required to 
report the use of substances of very high concern in 
a Europe-wide database. This not only concerns 
electronic components, but also synthetic materials, 
metals, paints, and much more. Finally, production 
outages related to the pandemic have severely
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aff ected traditional supply chains, leading to ongoing 
supply shortages that further limit component
availability in a procurement market that was already 
fragile.

To proactively counter such obsolescence risks and 
ensure that our products remain highly available, we 
joined the Component Obsolescence Group Germany
(COGD) in 2017. Since 2019, our Life Cycle Manager 
has represented us on the board of the COGD, 
whose more than 160 members include component 
manufacturers and distributors as well as industrial 
companies. In the context of the COGD, we have 
been developing coordinated procedures for proac-
tive obsolescence management. The goal is to be 
able to adapt products and production processes at 
an early stage and to make alternatives available 
when components are discontinued. Our focus is on 
sustainable solutions that counteract the accelerated 
discontinuation of components and materials. This 
involves anticipatory selection of materials and
components that are as durable and permanently 

available as possible. That allows us to shape the 
conditions and structures for sustainable obsoles-
cence management in association with other
economic players. We can also make product devel-
opment as a whole more environmentally friendly 
and resource-effi  cient.

2.2.4 Outlook and objectives
Purchasing was previously organized independently 
by the individual RAFI companies. In accordance 
with the ONE RAFI strategy, we will in the future 
manage purchasing centrally from the Berg location 
to improve coordination. We plan to revise the
general Purchasing Guidelines in 2022. This includes 
expanding our supplier classifi cation to include addi-
tional criteria for environmental management and 
CSR. We will be incorporating these criteria into the 
standard audits for our key suppliers and strategic 
partners. We aim to meet the requirements of the 
new Supply Chain Act ahead of schedule by mid-
2023 (  see 2.1.6). We also develop recycling and
reuse concepts to sustainably reduce packaging 
waste all along the supply chain (  see 4.2).
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2.3 Social commitment in the region
[GRI 413-1, 419 ] As a company with a rich tradition 
and deep roots in the region, we are committed to 
social activities that go beyond our business opera-
tions. That is why we make donations and engage in 
sponsorships to support a variety of diff erent regional
projects, initiatives, and associations in the spirit
of corporate social responsibility. The RAFI factory 
fi re department also participates in fi refi ghting and 
disaster prevention, even beyond the factory bound-
aries (  see 6.2.2).

2.3.1 Supporting sports, culture, and traditions
Our social commitment also includes support for 
sports. RAFI is a sponsor of the Freiburg Soccer 
School and supports the youth of the Ravensburg 
Ice Sports Club. We are also a sponsoring partner of 
the ProKeeper Academy Upper Swabia (ProKA), 
which trains young goalkeepers and goalkeeper 
coaches. We sponsor the ice hockey club Ravens-
burg Towerstars and the FV Ravensburg soccer club, 
and we are the naming rights sponsor of the RAFI 
Stadium venue of TSV Berg. Another area close to 
our heart is supporting regional culture and customs 
by providing funding to local music and carnival asso-
ciations. Our commitment includes involvement in 
the organization of the annual Ravensburg Rod Festi-
val, which we support with a monetary donation as 
well as by manufacturing large quantities of the tradi-
tional Rod Festival souvenir favors. On application, 
we also provide direct fi nancial support to individual 
initiatives and activities with a focus on the region 
and youth development programs. A third core
concern of ours is the promotion of young talent and 
career guidance in the education and training sector
(  see 5.1). 

2.3.2 Outlook and objectives
In the coming years, we intend to broaden our corpo-
rate social responsibility activities based on a newly 
developed corporate strategy for donations and 
sponsorship. This is how we intend to raise public 
awareness of RAFI as a partner for social commit-
ment that goes beyond our existing programs for 
sports clubs. To do this, we will intensify our eff orts 
to nurture the next generation and provide greater 
support for social projects run by our employees. 
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• Freiburg Soccer School 

• Ravensburg Ice Sports Club

• ProKeeper Academy Upper Swabia

• Ice hockey club Ravensburg Towerstars

• Soccer club FV Ravensburg

• TSV Berg

• Local music and carnival clubs

• Ravensburger Rutenfest
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3.
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND CLIMATE PROTECTION
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[GRI	103	 ]	The	management	is	acutely	conscious	of	its	responsibility	to	effectively	and	sustainably	reduce	
the	environmental	impact	from	the	business	activities	of	RAFI	GmbH	&	Co.	KG.	This	awareness	spurred	the	
company	management	to	implement	an	environmental	management	system	according	to	ISO	14001	some 
10	years	ago.	RAFI	undergoes	regular	certification	processes,	from	which	it	derives	its	short	and	medium-
term	environmental	goals.	When	making	any	investments	and	when	operating	our	plants,	we	pay	close	
attention	to	systematic	improvement	of	energy	efficiency	and	use	regular	reviews	to	evaluate	our	actions.	We	
are	committed	to	the	climate	protection	goals	and	are	taking	effective	initiatives	to	reduce	the	greenhouse	
gases	we	emit	on	a	lasting	basis.	A	strategic	near-term	goal	for	2022	is	the	establishment	of	a	realistic	
roadmap	to	carbon	neutrality.	To	ensure	that	information	is	exchanged	with	the	Board	of	Directors,	overall	
responsibility	for	environmental	protection	as	well	as	occupational	health	and	safety	lies	with	the	central	
department	under	direct	management	of	the	Chief	Financial	Officer	(CFO).

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
AND CLIMATE PROTECTION

3.1 Criteria and measures 
[SDG	 13,	 GRI	 307 ]	 Protecting	 the 
environment	 and	 preventing	 environ-
mental	 pollution	 play	 an	 essential	 role	
for	RAFI.	For	this	reason,	environmental	
responsibility,	sustainable	management,	

and	 continuous	 reduction	 of	 the	 consumption	 of 
resources	are	key	criteria	 in	our	corporate	decision-
making.	 To	 embed	 these	 guiding	 principles	 in	 our	
daily	business	activities	and	 to	make	 them	measur-
able	 and	 verifiable,	we	have	 been	 implementing	 an	
environmental	 management	 system	 in	 accordance	
with	 ISO	 14001	 at	 our	 Berg	 location	 since	 2011.	
Within	this	framework,	we	define	the	environmental	
targets	for	energy	and	materials	and	assign	them	to	
the	relevant	departments	annually	( 	see	3.2).
Environmental	 aspects	 are	 taken	 into	 account	 and 
investigated	 in	 the	development	of	both	RAFI	prod-
ucts	 and	 custom	 products.	 We	 use	 recycled	 or 
recyclable	materials	in	production	wherever	possible	
( 	see	4.1).	In	consultation	with	our	stakeholders,	we	
seek	 to	 leverage	 additional	 savings	 potential	 in 
transport	and	packaging.	To	do	this,	we	involve	our	

suppliers	 and	 customers	 wherever	 possible	 in 
setting	 up	 transport	 and	 packaging	 systems	 that 
conserve	resources	( 	see	4.2).	
To	evaluate	the	defined	environmental	targets,	RAFI	
collects	data	on	the	generation	and	consumption	of	
energy,	heating,	and	cooling,	as	well	as	the	recycling	
rate	and	the	amount	of	waste	generated	( 	see	3.2	
and	4.1.1).	The	data	 is	determined	on	a	site-specific	
basis	 using	 calibrated	 measuring	 systems	 of	 the 
supply	and	disposal	companies.	We	also	use	on-site	
measuring	 systems	 for	 detailed	 data	 collection	 and	
precise,	local	evaluation.
[GRI	302-4 ]	To	 improve	 the	energy	balance	of	our	
buildings	 and	 production	 sites,	 we	 ensure	 all	 new	
buildings	 are	 designed	 according	 to	 today’s	 energy	
standards.	 We	 also	 equip	 existing	 buildings	 with 
solutions	 that	 reduce	 consumption	 –	 such	 as	 by 
converting	 lighting	 systems	 to	 energy-saving	 LED	
technology.	 In	 the	selection	and	qualification	of	our	
numerous	 suppliers,	 we	 take	 guidance	 from	 verifi-
able	 requirements	 such	 as	 the	 ESG	 standards	 for	
sustainable	corporate	governance	( 	see	2.2.2).	
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3.2 Energy efficiency and reducing consumption
[SDG	13,	GRI	302-4 ]	At	 the	Berg	 location,	energy	

consumption	 has	 been	 recorded	 on	 a	
monthly	 basis	 since	 1998.	 To	 improve 
internal	energy	efficiency,	we	are	putting	
our	 in-house	manufacturing	processes	
to	 the	 test	 and	 evaluating	 energy 

requirements	 as	 a	 key	 procurement	 criterion	 for 
newly	installed	machinery	and	equipment.
[GRI	302-1 ]	 For	 the	eco-friendly	 supply	of	energy,	
we	 commissioned	 a	 PV	 system	 with	 99	 kWp	 in	
2012.	 Each	 year,	 this	 system	 feeds	 approx.	 100	
MWh	of	electricity	into	the	company’s	own	low-volt-
age	 grid.	 When	 the	 central	 heating	 systems	 were 
replaced	 in	2013,	 the	 three	previously	decentralized	
heating	 systems	 were	 hydraulically	 connected.	 To	
provide	 the	 basic	 supply	 of	 the	 entire	 factory,	 heat	
generated	using	oil-fired	boilers	was	also	replaced	by	
a	 natural	 gas-fired	 combined	 heat	 and	 power	 plant	
(CHP).	 If	 required,	 the	 remaining	 boilers	 that	made	
up	the	existing	system	before	the	upgrade	can	be	
switched	 back	 on	 in	 the	 order	 of	 their	 individual 
economic	efficiency.	 The	power	generated	by	 the	
CHP	is	fed	into	the	company’s	own	low-voltage	grid	
for	factory	use.	

3.2.1 Regenerative production of energy
and external procurement
[GRI	302-1,	 -4 ]	 In	2021,	we	were	able	 to	 increase	
the	percentage	of	power	generated	at	the	Berg	loca-
tion	 to	 54.1%.	 If	 the	 amount	 of	 power	 generated 
in-house	 exceeds	 the	 factory’s	 own	 requirements,	
we	feed	the	surplus	into	the	public	grid.	Since	2019,	
the	external	power	 required	 to	cover	 the	 total	elec-
tricity	 demand	 in	 Berg	 has	 come	 entirely	 from 
renewable	 sources,	with	 the	CO2	 emissions	 from	
power	falling	to	zero.	Since	2021,	100%	of	the	power	
supplied	to	the	Berg	location	has	come	from	Austrian 
hydroelectric	power.	

An	 absorption	 chiller	 generates	 cooling	 using	 the 
excess	heat	generated	by	 the	combined	heat	and 
power	plant.	A	buffer	tank	with	a	capacity	of	100	m³	
is	used	 to	 temporarily	store	additional	surplus	heat,	
which	 is	 then	used	 for	 heating	or	 cooling	purposes	
as	needed.	The	 remaining	cooling	 requirements	are	
covered	 using	 an	 electricity-driven,	 magnetically	
mounted	turbo	compressor.	
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3.2.2 Resource mix, energy intensity,
and reducing consumption
[GRI 302-1 ] As can be seen in the consumption
valuesof the individual energy sources, procurement 
from non-regenerative sources has changed signifi -
cantly due to new installations and modernizations. 

Year
Gas

consumption 
(MWh)

Oil
consumption 

(MWh)

Power consumption 
from external

procurement (MWh)

PV power
consumption 

(MWh)

CHP power 
sales

(MWh)

Total energy 
consumption 

(MWh)
2010 564 3,456 9,967 13,987

2011 522 3,137 10,014 13,673

2012 1,113 2,154 9,383 83 12,733

2013 11,213 158 5,828 82 -118 17,163

2014 12,697 112 4,954 84 -127 17,720

2015 12,474 92 4,980 78 -158 17,466

2016 12,020 624 4,500 93 -186 16,427

2017 11,908 4,540 101 -125 16,424

2018 12,133 4,734 109 -124 16,852

2019 13,475 4,044 98 -175 17,442

2020 13,800 3,783 100 -212 17,471

2021 13,680 3,928 93 -126 17,575

1 In accordance with GRI 302-1, power generated in-house from natural gas is not shown separately on the consumption balance sheet and is only included in 
fuel consumption. Heating and cooling energy consumption is included only in natural gas or power consumption. We determine the CO2 emission factors of the 
power mix, natural gas, and light heating oil based on the corresponding standards and methods of the Federal Environment Agency. The consumption values 
were converted from TJ to kWh based on the ratio of 1 TJ = 277,777.78 kWh. For determination of emission factors, see the following: “Development of the 
specifi c carbon dioxide emissions of the German electricity mix in the years 1990 to 2020” and “CO2 emission factors for fossil fuels” (umweltbundesamt.de).

Since 2013, power purchased from the public grid 
has been decreasing. Oil has not been a factor since 
2016, and natural gas purchases have increased
signifi cantly.1 
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Year Sales (t €) Energy intensity ratio (MWh/t €) Total energy consumption (MWh)

2010 231,000 0.061 13,987

2011 261,000 0.052 13,673

2012 240,000 0.053 12,733

2013 233,000 0.074 17,163

2014 219,000 0.081 17,720

2015 239,000 0.073 17,466

2016 247,000 0.067 16,427

2017 286,000 0.057 16,424

2018 280,000 0.06 16,852

2019 264,000 0.066 17,442

2020 254,000 0.069 17,471

2021 286,000 0.061 17,575

Assignment Eff ective 
year

Energy sav-
ings (MWh)

Space reduction 2020 88

LED illumination 2017 31

LED illumination 2019 28

LED illumination 2020 56

Optimization of compressed air generation 2020 328

Optimization of compressed air generation 2021 5

Optimization of IT hardware 2020 40

Optimization of process cooling 2020 30

2 Organization-specifi c 
parameters include:

· Product units

·  Production volume (tons, 
liters, MWh)

·  Size (such as footprint 
in m²)

·  Number of full-time 
employees

·  Monetary units (such as 
revenue or sales)

3 The sales fi gures are 
internal data from the ERP 
system and may diff er from 
the fi nancial statements 
prepared in accordance with 
commercial law.

[GRI 302-3 ] The energy intensity at the Berg loca-
tion comprises the total energy consumption shown, 
which is made up of gas consumption, externally 
purchased electricity, and the use of photovoltaic 
power from in-house generation. The energy intensi-
ty ratio is calculated using the formula of total energy 
consumption/organization-specifi c parameters.2 Due 
to three diff erent product areas and the associated 
large number of frequently changing products, we 
selected the organization-specifi c parameter Sales 
as a uniform basis of calculation. The energy intensity
ratio is thus determined using the measurement unit 
MWh/t €.3

[GRI 302-4 ] Only measures concerning the energy 
types electric power, heating, and cooling are included
in the calculation of energy consumption. Since RAFI 
has been purchasing certifi ed green power or hydro-
electric power since 2019, power-saving activities 
would no longer have a reducing eff ect because the 
CO2 factor for these sources is 0 g/kWh. For this rea-
son, we calculated the power savings achieved since 
2019 according to the dual reporting method of the 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG) using the values of 
the CO2 emission factor electricity mix [g/kWh]
defi ned by the Federal Environment Agency.

Year

M
W

h/
t€

GRI 302-3: Energy intensity ratio GRI 302-4: Reduction in energy consumption (MWh)

0.05

0.10

0.0
2010 2021
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3.3 Emissions generation and reduction
[SDG	13 ]	An	 important	concern	for	us	
is	the	continuous	reduction	of	emissions	
that	 have	 a	 detrimental	 effect	 on	 the 
climate.	 Our	 climate	 protection	 initia-
tives	 contribute	 significantly	 to	 RAFI’s	

economic	success	and	can	give	us	a	competitive	ad-
vantage	 due	 to	 our	 comprehensive	 data	 collection	
and	continuous	improvement	of	our	carbon	footprint.	
The	majority	of	 the	CO2	emissions	caused	by	RAFI	
and	 reported	 in	 “scopes”	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	
Greenhouse	Gas	Protocol	 come	 from	business	 and	
production	 operations.	 The	 first	 scope	 includes 
direct	 emissions	 from	 sources	 that	 are	 owned	 or	
controlled	by	the	company,	while	the	second	scope	
comprises	indirect	emissions	from	the	generation	of	
purchased	 power	 and	 steam	 as	 well	 as	 externally	
sourced	heating	and	cooling.	The	third	scope	 lists 
all	other	indirect	emissions	generated	along	the	com-
pany’s	 value	 chain	 over	 the	 entire	 life	 cycle	 of	 its	
products.	 Our	 initial	 report	 records	 Scope	 1	 and	 2	
emissions	 at	 the	Berg	 location	 using	 the	 standards	
and	methods	 defined	 by	 the	German	 Federal	 Envi-
ronment	 Agency	 for	 determining	 the	 CO2	 emission	
factors	of	the	power	mix,	natural	gas,	and	light	heat-
ing	 oil.4	 For	 future	 reporting,	we	 are	 examining	 the	
possibility	of	recording	Scope	3	using	cradle-to-gate	
methods.

3.3.1 Recorded greenhouse gas emissions
[GRI	305-1 ] The	direct	emissions	relevant	to	Scope	
1	at	the	Berg	location	are	the	greenhouse	gas	emis-
sions	 generated	 from	 fossil-fuel	 combustion	 in	 the	
oil	and	gas	boilers	for	the	generation	of	heat,	and	the	
natural-gas-fired	combined	heat	and	power	plant	for	
the	generation	of	both	power	and	heat.	Any	surplus	
heat	is	used	to	generate	cooling	using	an	absorption	
chiller.	The	company	does	not	currently	collect	data	
on	the	emissions	caused	by	its	vehicle	fleet,	but	this	
is	planned	for	future	reporting.	

Year Medium Total Scope 1 
CO2 emissions

2010 Natural	gas 113

2010 Oil 1,096

2011 Natural	gas 105

2011 Oil 994

2012 Natural	gas 224

2012 Oil 683

2013 Natural	gas 2,254

2013 Oil 50

2014 Natural	gas 2,552

2014 Oil 36

2015 Natural	gas 2,507

2015 Oil 29

2016 Natural	gas 2,416

2017 Natural	gas 2,393

2018 Natural	gas 2,439

2019 Natural	gas 2,709

2020 Natural	gas 2,774

2021 Natural	gas 2,750

4	See	footnote	1	

GRI	305-1:	Direct	GHG	emissions	(Scope	1)	in	metric	tons 
of	CO2

GRI	305-1:	Direct	GHG	emissions	(Scope	1,	tons	per	medium)

Natural	gas Oil

Year

To
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1	th.

0	th.
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[GRI 305-2 ] Indirect emissions in Scope 2 are the 
CO2 emissions generated for the production of power
purchased at the Berg location. As with Scope 1, the 
CO2 emission factors used for this calculation were 
taken from the Federal Environment Agency. RAFI 
has been purchasing exclusively certified green pow-
er since 2019 and power exclusively from 100% Aus-
trian hydroelectric generation since 2021. Therefore 
the CO2 emissions calculated for externally sourced 
electricity are quantified as zero for this period. The 
total greenhouse gas emissions from Scopes 1 and 2 
are divided by this parameter, so the emission inten-
sity ratio is determined in the unit tons per thousand 
€ sales (t/t €).

[GRI 305-3 ] We do not yet have any valid values for 
the other indirect emissions in Scope 3, which relate 
e.g. to the end use of RAFI products. Robust data 
generated from product-related cradle-to-gate calcu-
lations will not be available until 2023 at the earliest.

3.3.2 Emission intensity and reduction
[GRI 305-4 ] As for the determination of the energy 
intensity ratio (  see 3.2.2), we also use sales as an 
organization-specific parameter for calculation of the 
emission intensity ratio. The total greenhouse gas 
emissions from Scopes 1 and 2 are divided by this 
parameter, so the emission intensity ratio is deter-
mined in the unit tons per thousand € sales (t/t €). 

[GRI 305-5 ] In addition to cutting energy consump-
tion, switching energy procurement to lower-emis-
sion or completely climate-neutral sources also helps 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Because we 
have been purchasing our electricity completely from 
emission-free sources since 2019 (  see 3.2.2),
further reduction measures would have no positive 
impact on our carbon footprint in this area. With our 
combined approach, we nevertheless attach great 
importance to sustainability and reducing consump-
tion in all new procurement and modernization
measures. With a focus on the reduction in
emissions from the change in power procurement 
(Scope 2), this results in a CO2 reduction of 39.6% in 
relation to the base year of 2017. 5

Year Medium Total Scope 2
CO2 emissions

2010 Power 5,532

2011 Power 5,688

2012 Power 5,377

2013 Power 3,334

2014 Power 2,759

2015 Power 2,624

2016 Power 2,353

2017 Power 2,202

2018 Power 2,230

2019 Power 0

2020 Power 0

2021 Power 0

Looking at the bottom line for the 10-year period, the reduction in the emission intensity ratio at the Berg location resulting from the use of green electricity is 
clear. 

GRI 305-2: Indirect energy-related GHG emissions
(Scope 2) in metric tons of CO2

GRI 305-5: Reduction of GHG emissions

Year Sales (t €) Emission intensity ratio
(t/t €) Total CO2 emissions (t)

2010 231,000 0.0291 6,741

2011 261,000 0.0260 6,787

2012 240,000 0.0261 6,283

2013 233,000 0.0241 5,638

2014 219,000 0.0244 5,347

2015 239,000 0.0215 5,161

2016 247,000 0.0193 4,769

2017 286,000 0.0160 4,595

2018 280,000 0.0166 4,669

2019 264,000 0.0102 2,709

2020 254,000 0.0109 2,774

2021 286,000 0.0096 2,750

Year CO2 reduction compared to 
2017 (t) Total CO2 emissions (t) CO2 reduction %

2017 0 4,595 0.00%

2018 -73 4,669 -1.60%

2019 1,887 2,709 41.10%

2020 1,822 2,774 39.60%

2021 1,846 2,750 40.20%

5 As previously, the CO2 emission factors of the German Federal Environment Agency were used to calculate GHG emissions for the German power mix 
 see footnote 1. As no official emission factors for the 2021 power mix were available at the time that the report was prepared, the calculation was based on 

the 2020 factors and the 2021 power consumption values.
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3.3.3 Emissions of other pollutants
[GRI 305-7 ] Other environmentally harmful emis-
sions at the Berg location result from operation of 
the CHP. The exhaust gases produced during the 
combustion process are regularly checked by an
independent measuring body. This ensures compli-
ance with the statutory limits for the air pollutants 
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NO2), form-
aldehyde (CH2O), and sulfur oxide (SO2). We have also
installed an NOx sensor that monitors the nitrogen
oxide emissions in the exhaust gas and continuously 
registers them as a daily average. 

Pollutant Unit Limit value Measured 
value

Carbon monoxide (CO)  g/m³ 0.30 0.023

Nitrogen oxides (NO2)  g/m³ 0.50 0.403

Formaldehyde (CH2O)  mg/m³ 30.0 22.6

Sulfur oxides (SO2)  g/m³ 0.0089 0.0038

All measurements to date have confi rmed compli-
ance with applicable limit values, with the measure-
ments fi nding values signifi cantly below the limits in 
some cases. Every four years, we also submit an 
emissions declaration in accordance with Section 27 
of the Federal Pollution Control Act. For the declara-
tion, we use the online tool of the State Institute for 
the Environment, Measurements, and Nature Con-
servation of Baden-Württemberg. We enter the 
emissions from the annual operating time of the CHP 
into this online tool along with the volume fl ow
determined during the measurement and the mea-
sured values for the air pollutants. These fi gures are 
then converted into annual loads. For the most
recent reporting year of 2020, the annual loads were 
as follows:

3.3.4 Outlook and objectives
For 2022, we have set ourselves the strategic goal
of compiling a realistic roadmap for achieving CO2

neutrality at the Berg location in the medium term. 
First we will focus on emissions that can be directly 
infl uenced by RAFI. They include Scope-1 emissions 
that are caused by the company itself as well as 
Scope-2 greenhouse gas emissions related to our 
energy purchases. Emissions from the upstream 
supply chain that fall under Scope 3 will be recorded 
in the second step. We fi rst need to create a valid 
calculation and data basis in cooperation with
our suppliers. The fi nal step will be the Scope-3 
emissions from the further product life-cycle
management of the products we manufacture. 

We will also begin the energy upgrade of the RAFI 
campus in Berg in spring 2022. The work will be car-
ried out in several construction phases over a period 
of three years. Building A will be renovated in the 
fi rst construction phase. This will involve adding new 
exterior insulation and a ventilated metal façade 
made of certifi ed recycled aluminum. From an energy
standpoint, all components are designed for the 
highest possible reduction in CO2 emissions. Improv-
ing the thermal insulation of the building envelope to 
make it sustainable also increases the quality of the 
workplace. 

Initial projections of the physical eff ects suggest 
energy savings of up to 45% and a signifi cant
reduction in CO2 emissions of around 340 tons 
per year. 

Another construction project planned for 2022 is
a new Bad Waldsee factory with building infra-
structure that is both energy-effi  cient and low in
consumption. The new facility, which is scheduled 
for completion in 2023, is a combined, state-of-
the-art administration and production building. It will 
house the operating equipment for plastics and auto-
matic machine production, metal processing, tool
development and tool production. 

Pollutant Measured value

Carbon monoxide (CO) 313 kg/a

Nitrogen oxides (NO2) 7,733 kg/a

Formaldehyde (CH2O) 254 kg/a

Sulfur oxides (SO2) 21.29 kg/a

Annual loads in kg per year calculated on the basis of the measured values
for 2020

Measured values of the commissioned independent measuring station from 
August 2021
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CO2

-45 %
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Estimate of the potential for reduction of CO2 emissions through energy-effi  cient building 
refurbishment at the Berg location.

-340 tons of CO2
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[GRI 103 ] RAFI attaches great importance to recycling and proper disposal of waste, with our primary
goal being waste prevention. In this context, we are working with customers and suppliers on concepts that 
reduce the volume of waste by dispensing with packaging materials and using returnable or reusable 
packaging. As early as in the development stage, we consider ways to reduce waste generated by new 
products. For example, we ensure that the production panels in printed circuit board manufacturing are 
optimally utilized in terms of space. We also minimize plastic waste in injection molding, and we take care 
to avoid hazardous substances when selecting materials.

4. DISPOSAL, 
REUSE, AND RECYCLING

4.1 Waste and hazardous materials
management
[GRI 306 ] Through our initiatives to prevent waste 
and increase recycling, we reduced waste genera-
tion to less than 2.4 metric tons per €1 million in 
sales in 2021. The remaining waste is disposed of by 
recycling, material or thermal recovery, or disposal. 

4.1.1 Recycling, recovery, and disposal
[GRI 301-2, 306-5 ] The recycling rate at the Berg 
location is 60%. Materials that cannot be directly
recycled are sent for material recycling and subse-
quently recycled thermally if necessary. At the Berg 
location, 40% of the waste generated is recycled. 
Only 0.1% of waste is disposed of without being put 
to any use. 

Recycling Utilization Disposal

Waste generated in metric tons per €1 million in sales Evaluation of recovery and disposal processes at the RAFI Berg location

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

2.0

2.2

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

60.1% 39.8% 0.1%
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In the area of waste sorting, we exceeded the
requirements of the Commercial Waste Ordinance
in 2020 and 2021 and achieved a separation rate of 
almost 97%.

Of the total volume of waste generated at RAFI’s 
Berg location, 5% is classified as hazardous. It there-
fore requires special disposal procedures to ensure 
safe and environmentally sound disposal of the
pollutants contained in it. When carrying out such 
procedures, our company strictly follows the require-
ments of the EU Directive on the Restriction of
Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in electrical and elec-
tronic equipment and the EU regulation on the Regis-
tration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of 
Chemicals (REACH). To verify RoHS and REACH 
compliance, we have set up a component database 
that enables corresponding status queries for each 
individual component.

4.1.2 Handling chemicals and critical substances
[SDG 3, GRI 416 ] Due to RAFI’s high degree of in-
house production, hazardous substances are primarily
used in our production areas. However, we strive to 
reduce the use of hazardous substances as far as 
possible in order to reduce the harm to both people 
and the environment. Starting in the product devel-
opment stage, we do everything possible to avoid 
critical substances. Here, we take into account the 
criteria set out in the EU regulation on the Registra-
tion, Evaluation, Authorisation, and Restriction of 
Chemicals (REACH) and the EU Directive on the
Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) in elec-
trical and electronic equipment. We have also estab-
lished our own guidelines that go beyond the REACH 
and RoHS requirements. These guidelines prevent 
the use of critical substances as far as possible, both 
in manufacturing and in the products themselves. In 
consultation with the responsible departments, our 
Hazardous Substance Management monitors all sub-
stances used and regularly checks whether alterna-
tives are available. As a result, we have been able to 
reduce the number of hazardous substances by 
some 12% over the past three years. Before intro-
ducing new hazardous substances, we carry out
substitution tests to develop alternative solutions 
at an early stage.

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Separation rate 79.78% 80.22% 78.92% 97.54% 96.93%

Target rate 85.00% 95.00% 95.00%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total waste 795.71 810.03 706.62 660.67 670.32

· Dangerous 41.45 39.60 37.78 36.07 34.57

· Not dangerous 754.26 770.43 668.84 624.60 635.75

· Dangerous proportion 5.2% 4.9% 5.3% 5.5% 5.2%

Waste for recycling 594.01 580.42 508.45 407.47 402.79

· Dangerous 0.147 0.58 0.47 0.29 0.24

· Not dangerous 593.86 579.84 507.98 407.18 402.55

Waste for recovery 201.32 228.18 196.41 252.55 266.70

· Dangerous 40.92 38.19 35.56 35.13 33.51

· Not dangerous 160.39 189.99 160.85 217.41 233.19

Waste for disposal 0.37 1.43 1.75 0.64 0.82

· Dangerous 0.37 0.83 1.75 0.64 0.82

· Not dangerous 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00

Shares of hazardous waste broken down by recovery method in tons
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4.2 Sustainability in packaging
[GRI 301-3 ] The products manufactured and sold 
by RAFI are predominantly complex mechatronic 
control units for human-machine interaction and
consist of a large number of components. Suitable 
packaging is required both for delivery of the indivi-
dual parts and for transport of the finished products. 
This packaging must ensure the protection of the 
transported goods and safe, easy handling. Our goal 
is to further reduce the consumption of packaging 
materials in proportion to sales trends in all supply 
streams. To do this, we have taken measures to
reduce the volume of packaging, to reuse returnable 
packaging, and to use an increased proportion of

recycled materials. We are successively expanding 
the concepts we have rolled out for using packaging 
multiple times, for goods carriers, and for filling and 
padding materials. Wherever technically possible and 
economically viable, we use recycled materials in 
packaging. We have also launched an initiative to
replace cardboard packaging with solutions that are 
more environmentally friendly. 

Current generation of packaging waste:

Approx. 240 t/year
Paper/box

Approx. 48 t/year
Wooden packaging

Approx. 140 t/year
Plastic packaging

· Reduction of packaging waste and 
transport costs

· Definition of packaging standards
· Avoidance of repackaging
processes

· Implementation of the
packaging specifications

· Representation and processing
via SAP

· Reduction of plastic
packaging

· Avoidance of non-recyclable 
packaging

· Integration of packaging
planner into the PEP

Standardized
packaging

Implementation/
adaptation of
packaging rules

Sustainable
packaging

3D packaging
planning
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4.2.1 Packaging generation and recycling
The packaging generation at RAFI can be broken 
down into the following three commodity fl ows:

• Material deliveries to RAFI

•  Material deliveries within the company and
its locations

•  Material and product deliveries from RAFI
to its customers

[GRI 301-2 ] As separate processes, unpacking in-
coming goods and packing outgoing goods generate 
a large volume of material. In addition to the outer 
packaging, this also includes the fi lling and padding 
material to protect sensitive parts. By dovetailing 
these material fl ows, we have been able to signifi -
cantly improve the sustainability of our packaging. To 
do this, we implemented a new recycling model
in the second quarter of 2020. We now make the
disposable pallets used for goods delivery and the 
fi lling and padding material produced during unpack-
ing available for reuse in goods dispatch. Over the 
last two years, these measures have led to a 40% 
reduction in the percentage of fi ller paper used in
relation to sales at the Berg location.

Year
Number of rolls 

of fi lling material paper
in ST

Costs
in th. €

Sales 
in th. €

Consumption as a 
percentage of sales

Filling material
reduction

2019 996 40.28 264,259 0.015% 0%

2020 958 38.75 253,799 0.015% 4%

2021 780 31.55 285,826 0.011% 22%
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4.2.2 Returnable packaging in goods transport
[GRI 301-3 ] A second factor in ensuring the sus-
tainability of our material logistics processes is the 
changeover to returnable packaging in goods trans-
port. We now use returnable packaging for almost all 
internal material deliveries between our locations. 
We also use standard lattice boxes for packaging in 
intra-European goods transport on regular transport 
routes, especially when mechanical components are 
involved. However, this is not a suitable solution for 
the electronic components that we purchase from 
manufacturers and distributors all over the world. 
This is because the comparatively high weight of the 
returnable packaging in relation to the usable con-
tents has a negative impact on the energy footprint 
of the goods transport. 

4.2.3 Outlook and objectives
Beyond material delivery and internal goods trans-
port, we also want to win over customers in the
future with updated concepts for increased use of 
returnable packaging. The crucial criteria for this are 
the regularity of deliveries, the weight and dimen-
sions of the products, and the transport routes and 
destinations. When selecting suitable transport 
packaging, it is also necessary to take into account 
special requirements such as impact and drop resis-
tance, impermeability, and EMC protection, along 
with special customer requests regarding the pack-
aging design.
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TRAINING AND FURTHER TRAINING

5.1 Training and fostering young talent
[GRI 102-8, 404 ] Needs-based training is a key
aspect of our sustainable human resources planning. 
This means that the number and occupational fi elds 
of the traineeships on off er vary depending on fore-
seeable retirement, projected employee turnover, 
and strategic positioning of the company. RAFI cur-
rently off ers training opportunities in 14 professions 
that require on-the-job vocational training. A total of 
7 cooperative study programs are also available. As 
of December 31, 2021, we employed 19 trainees,
5 retrainees, 17 cooperative study program partici-
pants, and 2 practice-integrated students. In accor-
dance with our collective agreement, all candidates 
who successfully complete a training program are of-
fered a fi xed-term employment contract lasting at 
least 12 months. Members of the youth and trainee 
representation body are awarded permanent em-
ployment contracts. 

5.1.1 Structure and evaluation of the training
Training at RAFI is structured in a decentralized
manner. A responsible instructor is entrusted with 
the technical training for each profession on off er. 
Trainees also have training offi  cers at their disposal 
who serve as points of contact in each department 
they pass through. This means that a total of around 
75 employees are involved in training tasks, including 
2 full-time training managers. We ensure our high 
level of training by off ering regular training courses 
by internal and external providers to both trainees 
and instructors. We also schedule regular feedback 
and assessment meetings between trainees and
students and their trainers as well as the training 
managers. 

5. TRAINING AND FURTHER
TRAINING
[GRI 103 ] Nurturing young talent, helping employees gain new skills, and increasing innovative capacity 
are extremely important for ensuring that RAFI continues to develop sustainably and in a manner that is 
geared toward the challenges of the future. To acquire new skilled workers, we seek to achieve an annual 
training rate of between 5 and 10%. This is also how we meet our obligation to society to train young 
people and pave their way toward a successful entry into working life. As an innovative technology 
company, we consider our employees to be our greatest asset. That is why we not only select and recruit 
the best new employees. We also carry out human resource development activities in all strategic areas, 
including structured personnel management, targeted training and development, and staff  retention beyond 
the working phase. We also use innovation management to encourage creativity and the generation of
new ideas by our employees. 
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5.1.2 Activities and projects during the
training period
We want to achieve a high level of satisfaction and 
loyalty to the company through a variety of cam-
paigns and projects throughout the training period. 
At the start of training, a “get-acquainted” day helps 
break the ice, making it easier to establish contacts 
and reinforcing the team structure. Annual excur-
sions, team events, and barbecues bolster cohesion 
and help in the development of social skills. To
improve methodological expertise, training programs 
also include various projects carried out in a wide
array of team constellations. Trainees and students 
work together in the annual trainee project – from 
brainstorming to cost determination through to feasi-
bility studies and production – in order to make a
promotional item that is off ered at school fairs and 
marketing events. Specifi c projects are designed and 
implemented in a project management seminar held 
during the second year of training. In 2021, the
participants designed and built benches for the new 
playground of the local sports club TSV Berg. The 
RAFI-sponsored benches were inaugurated at a
ceremony attended by the mayor, our CEO Lothar 
Arnold, the chairman of the sports club, the training 
managers, and the project team.

5.1.3 Partnerships and initiatives for
career orientation
Our company provides extensive vocational training 
in the region, so we take our responsibility to actively 
support young people in choosing a career very seri-
ously. For this purpose, we work together with
regional schools, universities, educational institu-
tions, and the employment offi  ce. Before the out-
break of the coronavirus pandemic, we invited 
around 10 school classes per year to visit our plant. 
We also presented our company at events held at 
various schools as well as at school and education 
fairs. Despite the coronavirus, in 2021 we also
succeeded in supervising 29 interns on-site and
participated in three training and study fairs held in 
person. As an alternative to events cancelled due to 
the Covid-19 crisis, we are off ering hybrid intern-
ships. Due to the high demand, these internships 
have already been held four times in a row. We have 
also made many services available in digital form, 
such as job application training and company presen-
tations, and we provide information about our
training and study programs in online fairs.
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5.1.4 Outlook and objectives
We aim to increase our training rate and modernize 
the training program as a whole in order to maintain 
our quality standards and remain competitive on the 
market for the best young talent. In 2022, a major 
topic in our training programs was digital transforma-
tion. This focused attention on digital opportunities, 
e.g. for conserving resources and for knowledge 
transfer. We will also further expand our commit-
ment as a major vocational training company in the 
region by intensifying our cooperation with local 
schools and educational institutions and increasing 
our involvement in social projects. 

5.2 Further training, qualifi cation, and retraining
[GRI 102-8, 401, 402, 404 ] The goal of our human 
resources work is to attract motivated, qualifi ed, and 
satisfi ed employees and to retain them permanently 
at RAFI. With regard to market dynamics such as 
globalization, digital transformation, and technological
change, our human resources development is in line 
with our Mission Statement and overall corporate 
strategy. As an innovative technology leader with the 
highest quality standards, we off er more than 2,000 
qualifi cation measures per year and continuously 

train our employees according to the latest state of 
knowledge. A fundamental part of our eff ort to help 
our employees obtain qualifi cations is our working 
time plan. For each week and employee, half an 
hour’s pay goes into a “qualifi cation bank” to help
fi nance our further training programs and provide
tailored off erings to all employees. With special
career planning and development programs for each 
individual, we secure the potential off ered by our
future managers as well as our distinctive innovative 
capacity. To support agile personnel development, 
annual human resource meetings are held with the 
division and departmental heads. We systematically 
implement the initiatives derived from these meet-
ings in personnel deployment, planning, and recruit-
ment. HR Controlling as well as employee surveys 
regularly evaluate the success of the HR strategy. 
We have already received several awards for
our training programs, which we are continuously
expanding. 
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5.2.1 Development of skills and
increasing fl exibility
[GRI 404-2 ] In the RAFI competency model devel-
oped in 2020, we defi ned the capabilities relevant to 
our company for the systematic development of our 
employees’ skills. As an additional tool, we provide 
our managers with a training matrix to help them 
identify the right qualifi cation measures for the skills 
required. This makes it easier to select measures 
that can fi ll specifi c competency gaps or boost skills. 
It also facilitates individual adaptation to existing 
needs. 

[GRI 404-1 ] Due to the wide variety of requirements 
and high level of order fl uctuation in the industries 
RAFI supplies, fl exibility in personnel deployment and 
personnel planning is crucial. Our internal and external 
qualifi cation measures ensure that our employees 

have a broad range of expertise. This means they can 
be deployed both internally at diff erent workplaces 
and for related tasks in other departments. Our inter-
nal training program includes some 100 courses on a 
wide variety of topics. The company’s own experts 
plus external trainers conduct the training courses. 
The range also includes training courses that are 
booked and held at specialized service providers. To 
compensate for the training courses canceled due to 
the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 and 2021, we set 
up numerous online courses to provide our employees
with appropriate qualifi cations. (  see 5.2.6).

Year 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of training sessions 3,113 2,602 1,750 2,072

Number of hours 19,537 18,527 6,844 11,698

Number of hours/employee 18.19 17.90 7.08 12.15

ACTUAL total costs 445,528 297,346 278,899 303,042

Training – in-house and external 

Scope and cost of training measures per year6

6 The total costs include 
only expenses for external 
trainers and qualifi cation-
related travel expenses. 
They do not take into 
account hourly rates of 
employees and internal 
trainers, maintenance 
and personnel costs of 
the training center, and 
expenses for vocational 
training.
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5.2.2 Further training programs:
Upskilling, reskilling, cross-skilling
One of the essential components of the RAFI
competency model is systematic development of 
managers in order to fi ll vacant management posi-
tions preferably from within the company’s own 
ranks. The RIMA model we developed in-house
off ers another option for human resources develop-
ment. The “RAFI in-house modular training and
further training” program, which won the Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce Education Award in 2014, is 
dedicated to targeted development of our workforce 
on all performance levels. In 2017, we also launched 
“PEP me up”, a program consisting of three modules 
for developing and strengthening human resources. 
This program is open to all employees in the form of 
workshops held several times a year. In our training 
center for electrical engineering, we off er courses for 
external manufacturers and government authorities 
in addition to the training we provide for our own 
staff . With the LEARNIE digital learning platform set 
up in 2020, we expanded our training program to
include new formats, including e-learning, online 
training, webinars, and blended learning.

5.2.3 Leadership development using
potential assessments
At RAFI, more than 80% of specialist and manage-
ment positions are fi lled internally. In annual potential 
assessments, we identify potential managers at an 
Assessment Center. Candidates are then acquainted 
with future management tasks through individual
development plans, making it possible for RAFI to 
conduct succession planning in a systematic and 
sustainable manner. For those who are already in 
management positions, we off er special annual train-
ing courses that are in line with RAFI strategy. These 
courses address current topics and trends such
as “Leadership in the VUCA world” (2020) and
“Results-oriented leadership in a culture of respect and
performance” (2021). We continuously update our 
management tools and adapt them to the needs of 
employees. We have issued a guide summarizing the 
RAFI leadership principles and tools for our leaders.

5.2.4 Step-by-step development of employee 
qualifi cations with RIMA
The RIMA model helps us to advance our employees 
from trainee to master’s degree level so they can
become experts in their respective fi elds. The process
of training to become an expert is geared toward the 
needs and existing potential of the individual. In the 
qualifi cation process, targeted and individually tailored
training, vocational education programs, and courses 
can be carried out in addition to the annual quali-
fi cation measures. The training programs are in line 
with our corporate strategy as well as the needs of 
our customers. Since 2012, RIMA has supported
90 employees in obtaining individual qualifi cations. 

We off er up to three RIMA places per year for internal
retraining measures. These allow employees with
a qualifi cation from another area or without any voca-
tional training to remain employable by gaining the 
qualifi cations required for a profession that is certi-
fi ed by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Participants benefi t from a training period that is 
one-third shorter than usual while continuing to be 
paid their previous salary. The funding options asso-
ciated with RIMA also include pausing of the
employment contract, reductions in working hours, 
granting of educational leave, and a fi nancial contri-
bution covering two-thirds of further training costs 
up to a maximum of €3,000. The fl exibility of the 
RIMA model enables further training on a full-time or 
part-time basis or with on-the-job arrangements. For 
part-time further training, the RIMA subsidy amount 
in 2021 was just under €18,700, with an average 
subsidy of around €2,600 per person.

2018 2019 2020 2021

Bachelor study 1

Master study 4 9 1 5

Master craftsman 2 1 1

Technician 1 2 1 3

Partial qualifi cation 1 1 1

Practice-int. study 2 1

Retraining 6 4 3 2

Thereof full-time 9 6 4 5

Thereof part-time 5 12 4 7

RIMA total funding 

Master

Bachelor

Technician, master craftsman,
technical specialist

Skilled worker/management assistant

Skilled worker/management assistant

Course of study
Full-time or part-time

Course of study
DHBW or practice-integrated

Further training
Full-time or part-time

Training 
Retraining
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5.2.5 Personality development with “PEP”
RAFI attaches great importance to the personal, indi-
vidual development of its employees. With our “PEP 
me up” program, we have been off ering modular 
workshops to improve personal skills and identifi cation
with the company multiple times a year since 2017. 
The training courses, which are open to all employees,
follow the “Of RAFI for RAFI” slogan and are
designed and implemented by an internal project 
team. The goal of the workshops is to increase
personal development potential through self-man-
agement and increasing readiness for change. The 
results are a closer identifi cation with RAFI as a
company, and an increased sense of belonging
bolstered by material that covers topics such as
cooperation and communication. 

5.2.6 New digital training platform
Since 2020, a new online training resource has been 
available to our employees in the form of the LEARNIE
digital learning platform. The formats provided on the 
platform range from e-learning and online training
to webinars and blended learning. Participants can 
access and digitally manage the courses whenever 
and wherever it suits them. A total of 20 employees 
were trained as authors, enabling them to prepare 
topics and content for e-learning courses with special
relevance for RAFI. We also procure e-learning training
on general topics from external providers – including 
mandatory courses such as occupational health and 
safety or IT security and wide-ranging off ers for
voluntary training, such as courses on common soft-
ware applications. A total of 187 courses can currently
be booked or accessed through LEARNIE. These in-
clude 106 online courses and webinars, 68 in-house 
classroom training courses, and one course in a 
blended learning format. 
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5.2.7 Training center for electrical engineering 
qualifi cations
As a manufacturing company in the electrical industry,
ensuring our employees obtain new qualifi cations in 
the fi eld of electronics is essential. For this reason, 
we organize training courses tailored to the current 
requirements and developments in electronics pro-
duction. These courses are implemented in our
in-house training center together with the Soldering 
Technology Electronics Training Association (AVLE). 
In addition to AVLE soldering training, the course 
program also includes SMT process training and fi re 
safety assistant training. Our courses are taken not 
only by our own employees but also by participants 
from leading electronics groups, small and medium-
sized contract manufacturers, and state and federal 
offi  ces from the entire DACH region. Upon request, 
we can also conduct needs-specifi c training at cus-
tomer sites. Our training center is equipped with the 
latest technology in accordance with AVLE 1505, 
1510, and 1511 guidelines, making it a European 
leader in this area. Our sponsors replace the technical

equipment every three years so that it remains state-
of-the-art at all times. We have the most modern
soldering equipment available from a wide array of 
manufacturers. Our instructor is certifi ed according 
to IPC-A-610 and IPC-7711/7721 as well as AVLE 
1515 and AVLE 1516. That makes us the only provider
in Europe authorized to conduct soldering training for 
the police.
As one of the largest employers in the region, RAFI 
also contributes its training expertise in educational 
settings and off ers soldering courses for international
students in cooperation with Ravensburg-Weingarten
University (RWU). The training center also sponsors 
the University’s Formula Racing Team, providing 
monetary contributions totaling €4,500 annually. In 
cooperation with schools in the region, RAFI also
organizes free soldering courses for schoolchildren. 
Soldering equipment that is no longer state-of-the-
art is given away at little cost to cooperating schools 
and universities.

2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of training sessions 561 302 193 226

Trained units 11,028 5,828 3,222 4,166

Number of participants 514 232 158 308

Satisfaction very good 94% 97% 98% 98%

Total costs in € 226,761 201,240 200,740 200,740

Saved teaching costs in € 290,790 169,243 187,760 115,705

Training – in-house and external 
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5.2.8 Outlook and objectives
Our	 objectives	 in	 further	 training	 include	 expansion	
of	the	LEARNIE	digital	learning	platform.	In	addition	
to	successful	expansion	of	the	range	of	digital	courses, 
we	want	to	connect	our	subsidiaries	to	the	 learning	
portal	in	the	coming	years,	starting	with	the	sites	in	
Überlingen	 and	Hungary.	A	 second	 focus	 is	 coordi-
nating	 the	 development	 of	 our	 young	 managerial 
talent	throughout	the	Group.	With	the	establishment	
of	 our	 guideline	 in	 this	 area,	 we	 are	 seeking	 to 
establish	 uniform	 principles	 for	 human	 resources	
management	at	all	locations.	

5.3 Innovative capacity and fostering innovation
[SDG	9 ] We	have	firmly	integrated	the	
fostering	of	innovation	into	our	organiza-
tion	as	a	key	success	criterion	and	guid-
ing	 principle	 of	 our	 business	 activities.	
We	 strive	 to	 continuously	 improve	 the	

structural	 conditions	 for	 an	 innovation-oriented 
corporate	culture.	This	will	keep	us	fit	for	the	future	
so	we	maintain	 our	 competitive	 edge	 through	 new	
ideas,	 processes,	 and	 developments.	 Here	we	 rely	
on	 the	 wealth	 of	 ideas	 of	 our	 employees	 and 
expressly	 motivate	 them	 to	 participate	 creatively.	
Our	 structurally	 embedded	 innovation	 process 
invites	 all	 employees	 to	 develop	 their	 own	 sugges-
tions	and	ideas	and	enter	them	into	our	“INVISION”	
innovation	database.	

 

Draft idea Idea preparation

Deferred Deferred

Study Concept	development

Deferred

Rejected Rejected Rejected

Idea evaluation Idea selection Project completedProject
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5.3.1 Internal innovation competition
As part of our annual innovation competition, our
employees submit between 20 and 40 new ideas 
each year. A team of experts performs initial screening
and evaluation of these ideas. In the second step, 
the submitters present their proposals to an interdis-
ciplinary body and put them up for discussion. The 
management confers the title of TOP Innovator of 
the Year in special recognition of the best idea. The 
winner receives a trophy and symbolic prize of 
€2,000, which RAFI then donates to a good cause of 
the prizewinner’s choice. 

5.3.2 Innovation workshop i24
In addition to the innovation process, our i24 initiative 
off ers selected employees the opportunity to devote 
one day per year to the broad topic of innovation. 
Each i24 day has a specifi c slogan. The participants, 
who are selected from a wide range of disciplines, 
then work in small groups to develop innovative ideas 
related to the slogan. The creativity of those involved 
is refl ected in the wide range of proposals and ideas 
generated. Some of these ideas can be immediately 
implemented, while projects of greater complexity
require more time and development.

RAFI was recognized for its innovative strength 
when the company was awarded the TOP 100 seal 
in 2020. This seal identifi es it as one of Germany’s 
one hundred most innovative medium-sized compa-
nies with more than 200 employees. compamedia 
GmbH has been awarding this honor since 1993. 
The jury is headed by Prof. Dr. Nikolaus Franke, 
founder and chairman of the Institute for Entrepre-
neurship and Innovation at the Vienna University of 
Economics and Business.
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[GRI 103 ] As one of the largest employers in the thriving economic region around Ravensburg, we
face increased competition for the best skilled workers. Our management is striving to achieve above-
average employer attractiveness in order to strengthen employee loyalty and secure the high quality of 
our work-force over the long term. In addition to the numerous ways in which we make daily work easier, 
we ensure a family-friendly work environment and show appreciation for the voluntary activities of our 
employees. As part of our occupational health management, we actively promote work-life balance and 
off er numerous benefi ts and prevention programs for promoting work safety as well as the health and 
well-being of our employees. 

6. EMPLOYER ATTRACTIVENESS

6.1 Employment models and fringe benefi ts
[GRI 401-2 ] RAFI off ers its employees an attractive 
package of fringe benefi ts, bonuses, and discounts 
that go beyond the collective agreement. We create 
the framework for high employee satisfaction 
through a wide range of benefi ts: fl exible working 
time models, a variety of time bank options, sabbati-
cals, a company-sponsored pension plan, partial
retirement models, allowances for local transport, 
cafeteria meals, childcare, organization of excursions 
and events, and support for volunteer work. All of 
this manifests itself in low staff  turnover, a low level 
of sick leave, and the recruitment of outstanding 
specialists. It also fi nds confi rmation in positive
employer ratings on the relevant career platforms. 

6.1.1 Remuneration, allowances, and bonuses
[GRI 102-41, 407 ] RAFI is bound by collective 
agreements and recognizes the regional collective 
agreements of the metal and electrical industry.
[GRI 404-3 ] In addition to attractive basic salaries, 
individual performance bonuses are determined in 
annual performance reviews. Our company pays
vacation and Christmas bonuses as well as an annual 
profi t-sharing bonus based on the company’s results 

for the previous fi scal year. We also off er our
employees many other bonuses and fringe benefi ts, 
such as subsidies for local public transport, cafeteria 
meals, childcare, and special childcare provided
during school and daycare center holidays. The addi-
tional direct subsidy for the factory cafeteria amount-
ed to €216,000 in 2021, which corresponds to €4.17 
per meal. This is how we ensure our employees can 
choose from a fresh and varied range of food and 
beverages. And 25% of the dishes are classed as
organically farmed vegetarian or vegan food. RAFI is 
also very well positioned with regard to company-
sponsored and private retirement plans for our
employees. Our three-pillar model for income
in retirement received the German bAV Prize in 2016. 
We also facilitate individual contributions to retire-
ment plans and off er private accident and occupa-
tional disability insurance. 
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6.1.2 Employee-employer relationship
[GRI 402 ] A sense of “US” as a company is at the 
center of all our business activities. As a medium-
sized industrial company with regional ties, we attach
great importance to being down-to-earth and creating
a friendly environment. We express our appreciation 
for our employees with a variety of campaigns and 
events. We should first mention the annual company 
Christmas party, which includes a supporting program
and extensive buffet. We invite everyone to cele-
brate the end of the year together at this event. All 
employees also receive a small allowance for the
departmental Christmas party. We also provide
financial and organizational support for joint excur-
sions such as the annual RAFI ski trip and our trainee 
days. With 13 company sports clubs, the RAFI Big 
Band, and the RAFI factory fire department, we offer 
our employees a variety of opportunities to get
together. These activities are conducive to health 
and encourage social and cultural involvement that 
extends beyond the working day. In place of the 
company outings and celebrations that were
cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic, we
organized alternative events in 2020 and 2021. For 
example, in July 2021, we organized an online social 
event that gave employees the opportunity to spend 
a pleasant evening with their colleagues from home 
via videoconference. All employees received a
Ravensburger gift certificate to compensate for the 
cancelled departmental and company Christmas
parties. At the same time, we wanted to support
local retailers struggling during the pandemic.

6.1.3 Support for charitable and volunteer
activities
[GRI 413-1 ] RAFI fulfills its societal role as a major 
employer (  see 2.3). In addition to supporting social 
institutions, sports, and culture, our commitment
extends to a number of other cooperative ventures 
and initiatives. RAFI is a cooperation and education 
partner of more than 10 schools and universities in 
the region. We make a crucial contribution to educa-
tion and help young people with their first career 
steps. We also support local communities and clubs, 
including TSV Berg, which recently built a new play-
ing field. We present ourselves to the public as a 
modern industrial company at events such as Trainee 
Day, Open Day, or guided tours of our plant through-
out the year. We also support our employees in their 
volunteer work by giving them paid time off for vol-
unteer activities or in training that takes place during 
working hours. A recent example of this is the assis-
tance provided by RAFI volunteers in the areas
flooded out in the summer of 2021. We also grant 
paid leave to employees so they can volunteer as 
judges at the labor court or serve on association 
committees. 

6.1.4 Working time models, time banks,
mobile working 
RAFI sees working time flexibility as helping to
secure jobs over the long term. With our flexible 
working time models, we offer our employees ways 
to achieve a life-work balance. This requires a culture 
of mutual trust, candor, and honesty between
management and employees. We strive to keep the 
volume of overtime low and continuously adjust our 
recruitment processes to the current order backlog. 
The weekly working time stipulated by the RAFI
collective agreement is 38 hours. Trainees and 
DHBW cooperative study students have a working 
time of 35 hours per week. 

We maintain a flexible working time model without 
core working hours at RAFI. To keep the capacity
utilization of our machines as efficient as possible, 
various production areas work in shifts. Any over-
time hours worked are collected in a personal
flexitime bank, which each employee can use as 
they wish. The average time credit in 2021 was 
24.88 hours. Employees also have a company
working time bank as well as a long-term account 
denominated in value. An accumulation of hours in 
these time banks also allows for extended absences –
such as to care for family members, go on sabbati-
cals, take early retirement, or participate in individual 
further training and training opportunities. 

RAFI gave employees the option of mobile working 
even before the coronavirus pandemic began. A 
works agreement that covered this was concluded 
with the Works Council in March 2019. By offering 
individual work arrangements that are variable in 
both time and location, we help employees balance 
the demands of career and family and meet the 
needs of many employees for increased flexibility. 
Mobile working eliminated a total of some 528,000 
km of car miles driven in 2021, so this working
model has a positive impact not only on employee 
satisfaction but also on the environment. 
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6.1.5 Employee satisfaction
Long-term employment relationships which safe-
guard our in-house expertise and the quality of our 
services are very important to us. We reward long 
service to the company and keep staff turnover low. 
To do this, we determine the level of employee satis-
faction and examine the potential for optimization at 
regular intervals. Because our success as a company 
is built on satisfied and motivated employees, our 
management works closely with the Works Council 
and other employee associations. As the members 
of these bodies come from a wide range of business 
areas, the decisions they make are widely accepted 
by the entire workforce. Co-determination and
participation rights are granted in accordance with 
the Works Constitution Act.

[GRI 401-1 ] The satisfaction of our employees is 
also reflected in our low staff turnover rate, low level 
of sick leave, and length of service. The average 
length of service of our employees is 13.5 years, and 
the cumulative sickness rate was 4.0% in 2021. On a 
five-year average, we record 20 terminations per 
year. A total of 30 employees terminated their em-
ployment relationship through resignation in 2021, 
bringing the overall turnover rate to 3.5%. In exit
interviews, we ask why employees are choosing to 
leave the company. Based on their answers, we
derive targeted measures to keep employee satis-
faction at a high level. In addition, we involve the 

Works Council in surveying employee satisfaction on 
a regular basis. We also study public employer ratings
on platforms such as Kununu, Glasdoor, and ausbil-
dung.de. RAFI achieves recommendation rates of 
91% (Kununu) and 100% (ausbildung.de) as well as 
top values in employee satisfaction.

6.1.6 Outlook and objectives
In 2022, we want to use a new employer branding 
strategy to further raise awareness of RAFI as an
attractive employer and boost the quality and quantity
of applications. Following on from our 2021 leader-
ship training scheme, we will continue to promote a 
culture of respect in order to reaffirm the company’s 
attractiveness to our employees. This is how we will 
consolidate the spirit of respectful cooperation in the 
corporate culture at all our locations and hierarchy 
levels. It will establish an attitude that can be clearly 
discerned throughout the company. 
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6.2 Occupational health management
[GRI 403 ] Our top priority is the health and safety 
of our employees. According to our responsibility as 
an employer, we ensure workplace safety, protect 
our workforce from hazards, and take preventive 
measures to ensure a good working environment. 
Our occupational health management (OHM) sup-
ports the well-being of our employees so that they 
can happily and effi  ciently meet the many demands 
of modern working life. 

6.2.1 Occupational safety
[GRI 403-1, -2 ] The primary objective of workplace 
safety is to prevent accidents and injury to the health 
of our employees. Our Occupational Health and 
Safety Committee is responsible for determining and 
reviewing protective measures in accordance with 
the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Relevant 
hazards and stresses are systematically identifi ed 
and evaluated in risk assessments to determine the 
necessary protective measures for health and safety 
in the workplace. We conduct regular inspections of 
workplaces and a separate safety offi  cer is assigned 
to each department. 

[GRI 403-4, -5 ] In workplace-specifi c instruction 
sessions, supervisors make all employees aware of 
the specifi c hazards and risks and provide them with 
the protective equipment they need. We also ensure 
that workplaces are ergonomically designed.

[GRI 403-3 ] Our company physician is responsible 
for medical matters, and also helps employees
arrange general as well as occupational medical 
check-ups. For fi rst aid and treatment of minor
injuries, several easily accessible fi rst-aid boards are 
installed in each building.

6.2.2 Accident management and fi re protection
[GRI 403-9 ] We are pleased to report that the
frequency of accidents has decreased signifi cantly 
over the last fi ve years. In our statistical record
keeping, we diff erentiate between reportable and 
non-reportable incidents, which are then broken 
down into accidents relating to travel or commuting, 
occupational accidents, and sports accidents. We 
collect these fi gures annually and discuss the trends 
on a quarterly basis. Each accident event is investi-
gated to determine the actual circumstances so that 
additional preventive measures can be taken. 

To fi ght fi res at the Berg location, RAFI maintains its 
own factory fi re department with 20 fi refi ghters who 
also support the neighboring community. All employ-
ees can join the factory fi re department as long
as they are suitable for fi refi ghting service. Every 
fi refi ghter has opportunities for advancement and
access to all training. The entire team elects the fi re 
commanders. The equipment, which always com-
plies with the latest regulations, ensures maximum 
safety during use. When procuring new equipment, 
we also consider sustainability and energy effi  ciency. 
Firefi ghting exercises are carried out as resource-
effi  ciently as possible so as not to waste water or en-
ergy. Instruction is provided on proper disposal of 
waste and hazardous substances on a regular basis.
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6.2.3 Promoting health and reintegration
[GRI 403-6 ] We off er our employees a wide range 
of preventive activities to help them maintain their
vitality and health. Employees are invited to actively 
participate in 13 diff erent company sports groups,
including soccer, running, walking, fi tness, skiing, 
squash, badminton, tennis, swimming, bowling,
cycling, creative design, and chess. Thanks to our 
partnership with a gym in Weingarten, our employees
can work out at reduced rates. The RAFI canteen 
has its own kitchen and off ers a selection of fresh 
dishes and meals, 25% of which are vegetarian or 
vegan. Our water dispensers provide free mineral 
water to all employees. The RAFI occupational 
health management team regularly organizes events 
and presentations related to health promotion.
Preventive services also include fl u shots and
coronavirus vaccinations as well as training for mind-
fulness and personal growth to prevent burnout and 
illness. With our addiction offi  cer, we are taking
eff ective measures to prevent addiction. We provide 
support in successfully overcoming addiction to
employees at risk. 

Our company integration management (CIM) is com-
mitted to helping employees with long-term or
frequent illnesses to recover and continue the
employment relationship. According to Social Security

Code IX, Section 167, employees who take more 
than 30 days of sick leave within twelve months 
must be off ered a CIM procedure. This procedure
involves the employee and the employee representa-
tive, the company medical service, or other expert 
bodies exploring the possibility of redesigning the 
working environment to accommodate the employ-
ee’s impairments. In many cases, adjustments such 
as adapting the content of activities or providing
ergonomic aids have made it possible to preserve 
the employment relationship on a lasting basis by 
fi nding a solution that is appropriate for both sides.

6.2.4 Outlook and objectives
In the coming years, we want to optimize our occu-
pational health management and give it a more
active character. Our goal is to improve the perfor-
mance of our employees even more actively through 
newly developed resources and actions and to
support them in leading a balanced life. The rollout of 
a new occupational health and safety directive is also 
planned.
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EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY AND DIVERSITY

[GRI 103 ] RAFI’s management is actively committed to increasing the proportion of female employees
in the company and is intensifying its measures to advance the careers of women so they can assume 
management positions. We also support families and working mothers by providing allowances for 
childcare services. As an important factor that contributes to the success of the company, diversity is
fi rmly embedded in our corporate culture and also plays a major role in the selection of personnel. We
reject any form of discrimination and are uncompromising in our demand for respectful interaction
between all employees. We off er our older employees special benefi ts, age-appropriate workplaces,
and a wide range of employment options based on fl exible working time models. We are also
committed to the inclusion of people with disabilities both within the company and in partnerships
with sheltered workshops. 

7. EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY 
AND DIVERSITY

7.1 Gender structure and advancement
of women
[GRI 405 ] As an engineering and manufacturing 
company, we have a gender structure that is typical 
for the industry. Our commitment to collective
bargaining and the collective wage agreement 
(CWA) ensures that men and women are paid equally 
in every position. The proportion of female employees
was around 36% in 2021, with women predominantly
employed in commercial departments or in produc-
tion. In product development, where engineers make 
up a majority of the employees, the proportion of 
women is only 16%. 

On a percentage basis 

Female employees
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7.1.1 Advancement and career development
of women
To increase the proportion of female employees,
particularly in the technical areas of the company,
we participate in initiatives such as the Girls’ Day 
Academy. This offers young female students the
opportunity to get to know our technical vocational 
training as well as our professions that require
university degrees. Promoting women in technical 
areas and in management positions is part of our HR 
strategy. We currently have no women in senior 
management positions. To change this, we plan to 
intensify our commitment to the career development 
of women and initiate additional measures to
improve the proportion of women in the company. 

7.1.2 Parental leave, integration, and help with 
the provision of care
[GRI 401-3 ] Our flexible working time models and 
mobile working options are a great help for reinte-
grating employees after parental leave. In 2021,
22 male employees took parental leave, with an aver-
age duration of leave of two months. A total of 19 of 
these new fathers had resumed work by the end of 
2021. In the female workforce, 9 employees applied 
for parental leave, with an average duration of leave 
of 16 months. A total of 6 female employees
returned from their parental leave in 2021. As part of 
our activities to help employees balance family and 
career, we are making particular efforts to support 
working mothers. Offers such as our childcare allow-
ance and special childcare provided during school 
and daycare center holidays in cooperation with
Ravensburger Spieleland are generally fully utilized. In 
response, we are continually expanding these offers.

7.2 Diversity and equality of opportunity
[GRI 405 ] As an internationally active company, we 
know how important the diversity of our workforce 
is for our daily success. New ideas, experiences, and 
points of view make our lives richer, broaden our per-
spective, increase our flexibility, and improve our 
ability to innovate. We have therefore enshrined this 
principle in our corporate strategy and in our Code of 
Conduct. RAFI embodies diversity and promotes
respectful coexistence regardless of gender and age, 
social or national origin, sexual identity, professional 
experience, restricted ability, or chosen life model. In 
the strategic context of ONE RAFI, we want to grow 
even closer to our national and international
subsidiaries in the coming years in order to make 
better use of our common potential (  see 2.1.2). 

7.2.1 Internationality and non-discrimination 
Employees from 23 nations worked at our Berg loca-
tion in 2021. Some 96% of the workforce are German
nationals. To encourage international exchange, we 
work closely with our foreign subsidiaries. Before 
the pandemic, we conducted annual exchange pro-
grams for our trainees in Berg, enabling them to visit 
our factories in the United States or China so they 
could develop language skills and international com-
petencies. Our comprehensive onboarding program 
often includes temporary assignments for new
employees at our foreign subsidiaries and for employ-
ees of foreign subsidiaries at our headquarters in 
Berg. 

[GRI 406 ] We are resolute in our commitment to 
non-discrimination and sanction any violations in
accordance with the law. In addition to the Works 
Council, an official General Equal Treatment Act
representative is also available to employees as a 
point of contact. Two cases of discrimination were 
reported in 2021. In both cases, RAFI sent a clear 
signal and terminated the employment of the reported 
employees in consultation with the Works Council.

Number

Number

Avg.
months

Avg.
months

Parental leave – Berg 2021
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7.2.2 Age structure and measures for
enhancing financial security in old age 
[GRI 401-2 ] The average age of our employees at the 
Berg location was 43.6 years in 2021. A good third of 
the employees belong to the 51-to-67 age group. RAFI 
strives to make the workday easier for older colleagues 
and to provide them with the best possible support 
through age-appropriate benefits and workplace design.

7.2.3 In-house and cooperative
inclusion services 
RAFI is committed to the inclusion of people with 
disabilities. As of 2021, we had 28 employees with 
disabilities on the payroll. They are supported by an 
officially appointed representative for severely dis-
abled employees. This representative also monitors 
compliance with specific legal provisions such as
increased protection against dismissal and a higher 
number of vacation days. We address the special 
needs of our employees with disabilities in close
cooperation with occupational health management 
and the company physician. We are also able to offer 
individual measures in addition to ergonomic equip-
ment and auxiliary devices in the workplace. Our
occupational health management also organizes
information events and campaigns on the subject of 
health on a regular basis. RAFI attaches great impor-
tance to inclusion, both inside and outside the orga-
nization. For this reason, we have been partnering 
with workshops for the disabled and educational
institutions for years, engaging people for tasks such 
as maintenance of our green spaces and assembly 
work.

7.2.4 Outlook and objectives
To underscore the opportunities and possibilities of 
the diversity we embrace both inside and outside the 
company, we seek to make a clear statement in its 
favor. For example, we intend to develop measures 
to increase the proportion of female employees, par-
ticularly in technical areas, and to advance the
careers of women so they can assume management 
positions. In the context of ONE RAFI, we are
promoting greater internationalization throughout the 
Group, starting with management development. The 
exchange programs between employees at different 
sites that were suspended due to the coronavirus 
pandemic will be resumed as soon as possible. 

With our company retirement plan, partial retirement, 
and working time models that include working time 
banks, we offer employees attractive conditions for 
retiring before the statutory retirement age if they 
wish to do so. Starting from the age of 53, employees 
enjoy increased protection against dismissal, and from 
the age of 54 additional earnings protection. Ongoing 
needs-oriented succession planning ensures older 
employees pass on their expertise before retirement. 
We are also currently developing digital solutions for 
knowledge transfer. 

Age structure – Berg 2021 16 - 20 21 - 30 31 - 40 41 - 50 51 - 60 61 - 67

Total 29 184 188 210 277 48

Male 20 133 139 143 149 22

Female 9 51 49 67 128 26
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8.1 Mission Statement

What sets us apart.

RAFI – Sets the global benchmark as an innovative designer of human-
machine communication. Is characterized by independent action, healthy 
growth, and earning power. Off ers unrivaled service to its customers 
around the world.

WE – Have a feel for future trends, make room for new ideas, and innovate
wherever possible. Systematically pursue our goals and put in the work 
required. Adhere to our rules and agreements. Take responsibility for 
what we do. Foster a sense of mutual trust and are open and honest with 
each other. Openly address and resolve confl icts. Actively use praise and 
criticism.

I – Agree on clear, coordinated, and transparent goals and personally 
commit myself to achieving them. Know my customer’s needs and
expectations, take them seriously, create the best solution, and actively 
seek feedback. Complete assigned tasks and am responsible for achiev-
ing lasting results. Report bottlenecks as well as how to eliminate them 
at an early stage. Actively participate in training according to my needs. 
Provide information in a targeted manner and obtain all information
necessary to complete my tasks.
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8.2 RAFI CoC

Corporate Responsibility Policy/Code
of Conduct

The purpose of this policy is to define the principles 
and requirements that apply to our employees,
suppliers, and business partners in the course of 
business, based on the values of the RAFI Group. 
This policy applies for all RAFI’s business activities 
globally. All RAFI employees and business partners 
are responsible for implementing this policy regarding 
their responsibility for people and the environment.

Ethics and law
At all of its operational locations, RAFI complies with 
the applicable local legislation. As the company is
domiciled in Germany, this policy is based on German 
legislation. For certain regions, countries or functions, 
stricter guidelines or more detailed instructions may 
apply, however these must comply with this corpo-
rate policy. Should any provision in this policy be in 
conflict with local legislation, the provisions of the
local legislation shall take precedence.

· Social commitment
  RAFI is aware of its corporate responsibility. RAFI 

recognizes its financial, social, and environmental 
responsibilities as a global company and strives to 
promote positive development in communities 
where the company operates, while respecting
local cultures and customs. We conduct business 
with a high level of integrity.

· Human rights
  RAFI respects the principles of international human 

rights conventions such as the United Nations
Declaration of Human Rights and applicable ILO
(International Labour Organization) Conventions.

· Child labor
  RAFI complies with the UN and ILO Conventions 

on the rights of children and does not engage in or 
support the use of child labor.

· Forced labor
  RAFI does not engage in or support the use of 

forced labor.

· Non-discrimination
  RAFI does not engage in or support discrimination 

based on national or social origin, religion, disability, 
gender, sexual orientation, union membership,
political affiliation, physical limitations, or age. RAFI 
does not allow abusive, harassing, or otherwise
offensive behavior. This includes gestures, language, 
and physical contact that are sexually coercive, 
threatening, abusive, or exploitative.

· Occupational safety
  RAFI’s occupational health and safety management 

is based on prevention. As an employer, we provide 
our employees with a healthy and safe working
environment according to applicable laws and regu-
lations. We also continuously improve our occupa-
tional health and safety management. RAFI’s units 
are locally responsible for health and safety man-
agement, including compliance with the applicable 
occupational health and safety laws and regulations.

· Freedom of association and the right
to collective bargaining

RAFI guarantees its employees the right to freedom 
of association, to join trade unions, and to partici-
pate in collective bargaining, according to local laws 
and regulations.

· Disciplinary practices
  RAFI does not allow the use of corporal punish-

ment, mental or physical coercion, or verbal abuse 
in any form.

· Working hours
  RAFI complies with applicable laws, industry stan-

dards, and applicable collective agreements on 
working hours and overtime remuneration.

· Remuneration
  RAFI complies with applicable laws and industry 

standards on wages. Remuneration, social bene-
fits, and other bonuses are paid in full compliance 
with applicable laws.

· Whistleblowing procedure
  RAFI provides its employees with access to a pro-

tected procedure for reporting possible infringe-
ments against principles of this Code of Conduct.

Fair business practices

· Corruption and bribery
  RAFI does not tolerate any form of corruption or 

bribery, and does not participate in such practices, 
either directly or indirectly.

· Fair competition, antitrust law, and intellectual 
property

  RAFI complies with national and international com-
petition laws and does not participate in prohibited 
price fixing, bid-rigging, or market-sharing. We
respect the intellectual property rights of third
parties.
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· Conflicts of interest
RAFI’s employees must avoid entering into situa-
tions involving the giving or receiving of gifts, which 
can give rise to a mutual obligation that goes beyond 
normal business practices, and must report such
behavior. Family relationships and friendships must 
not result in a negative effect on business decisions.

· Money laundering, terrorism financing
RAFI does not directly or indirectly support money 
laundering or financing of terrorism.

· Data and information privacy
RAFI’s employees always treat personal, product, 
and business data confidentially, responsibly, and 
according to applicable data protection laws. RAFI 
effectively protects all data and information in its 
area of responsibility and only uses it for legitimate 
purposes.

· Procurement of raw materials and minerals
With appropriate effort, RAFI avoids the use of raw 
materials from conflict and risk zones which could 
promote human rights violations, corruption, or 
similar negative effects.

· Export checks and customs
RAFI complies with the applicable export check 
and customs regulations.

Environment
RAFI’s environmental management is an integrated 
part of the Corporate, Quality, and Environmental 
Policy.

Suppliers
We expect our suppliers to comply with the princi-
ples of this policy. If there is any indication of violation
of the standards described here, the supplier is
audited. If non-conformities are found, we agree 
with the supplier on adequate corrective actions. If 
the corrective actions are not carried out within a 
reasonable period, RAFI excludes the supplier from 
the supply chain.

Monitoring
We regularly instruct and train our employees with 
regard to the contents and application of the princi-
ples described here. Questions about the application 
or meaning of our policy or about potential violations 
are reported to superiors or the internally published 
list of persons of trust. RAFI additionally provides a 
whistleblower system employees can use to report 
violations anonymously. RAFI regularly instructs
internal or external persons to perform audits which 
monitor compliance with these principles. In cases 
of serious violations, the Compliance Officer, local 
Human Resources management, or Occupational 
Safety Officer conduct appropriate investigations. 
Any acts inconsistent with this policy will be immedi-
ately corrected. Disciplinary actions can be taken 
which can lead to consequences up to termination of 
employment. There are no adverse work-related
consequences as a result of an employee reporting
violations of this policy.

Berg, April 30, 2021
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Key topics Section Page
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